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DU Prof Saibaba, four others get life term for Maoist links



happy women’s day, really?



Greed for a son leads to a daughter’s death



Court says proven that accused, including a JNU student, conspired to ‘wage war against India’



‘My husband needs to be in hospital, not jail’



Kanchan Srivastava



[email protected]



UP gears up for one last fight p6 state of play



The seventh and the last phase of the UP Assembly polls concludes with 40 seats spread over eastern part of the state.



p2 Opinion R Vaidyanathan on whether TN is going down the Bengal path. p3 City



Realtors posing as policemen rape 16-year-old, held.



p5 india Kin of Indian fisherman killed by Lankan Navy refuse to accept body. p7 world FBI, DOJ open civil rights probe into Sikh man’s shooting. p9 education Delhi Public School to introduce security studies in curriculum. p18 tabloid A game of musical chairs begins for the editor’s seat at the Elle.



irregular by MANJUL



He predicted election results long time ago. Now, he is busy predicting which pollster’s prediction will be correct.



Wheelchair-bound GN Saibaba has been asked to surrender immediately — file photo ing to say. However Mahesh Tirki and Pandu Narote sought leniency on account of being farmers and the sole breadwinners in their families. The court observed that Saibaba — who is 90 per cent disabled — Mishra and Rahi denied being in touch with each other but that their mobile call records proved otherwise. It also accepted the prosecution’s argument that in case of conspiracy, direct evidence is rarely available and conspiracy is proven by circumstantial evidence. “Prosecution has proved beyond reasonable doubt that all the six accused hatched a conspiracy to



wage war against India,” the judgment read. Earlier in the day, the prosecution had contended that all six accused had conspired to “destabilise the system of government established by law” and thus no leniency should be shown towards them. “All six accused hatched criminal conspiracy to wage war against the Government of India... to shake and reduce the faith of common citizens in the democratic government by large scale violence destruction of life and property...,” Special Public Prosecutor Prashant Sathianathan argued before the court. Turn to P4



Anti-terror ops on in UP after MP train blast Lucknow: The Anti-Terrorist Squad (ATS) of Uttar Pradesh Police on Tuesday launched an operation here to flush out a suspected terrorist believed to be influenced by Islamic State (IS) and having possible links to the Bhopal-Ujjain train blast that occurred earlier in the day. At least 10 people persons were injured, three of them seriously, in the improvised explosive device (IED) blast near Jabdi station in Shajapur district of Madhya Pradesh. The supected terrorist was hiding in a house in Lucknow. “The suspect holed up in Lucknow belongs to a localised group, influenced by IS and its literature,” Additional Director General (Law and Order) Daljit Chaudhary said. He said the ATS operation to flush him out was underway till late in the night. Chaudhary also said that two terror suspects have been held in Kanpur and one in Etawah. Those arrested in Kanpur might have some links with the person holed up in Kakori, he said. He also said that since the operation was taking place in a restrained manner, it could take some more time. Meanwhile, Union Home Minis-



UP Police’s Anti-Terror Squad during their operation in Lucknow on Tuesday ter Rajnath Singh spoke to UP police chief Javeed Ahmad, who briefed him about the incident and the action taken. The Centre has sounded an alert across the country. “We are alert. We have sounded an alert all over the country,” Union Minister of State for Home Hansraj Ahir told reporters in Delhi. Commandoes of paramilitary forces were being rushed to assist the anti-terror squad and local police in capturing the person hiding in Lucknow. Turn to P4



New Delhi: Professor GN Saibaba’s wife G Vasanta fears that the jail term may threaten his life. “My husband needs to be in hospital, not jail. He is 90 per cent disabled and wheelchair-bound and he also has severe pain due to stones in his gallbladder. Doctors have said that if he is not operated within the next four weeks it will be fatal for him. Even his pancreas can rupture,” she said. A professor in Delhi University, at Ram Lal Anand College, Saibaba was picked up by Maharashtra Police in May 2014 and was lodged in the Nagpur central prison for over two years. He was later granted bail by the Supreme Court. Recalling those years of horror when her husband was imprisoned in Nagpur jail, Vasanta claimed the police used to turn a blind eye to his health. “He (Saibaba) used to cry in unbearable pain but police never paid attention to his deteriorating health. Now, when things have turned upside down for us, I’m afraid for his health even more,” she said.



Dr Babasaheb Khidrapure, BHMS, the prime accused in the Sangli female foeticide racket being produced in the Miraj court on Tuesday —Hemant Padalkar/ DNA



Disha Shetty [email protected] Maharshtra: When Sunil Jadhav, 50, came to Miraj Court on Tuesday, it was with the resolve that his complaint against his son-in-law Praveen Jamdade could go a long way in saving the lives of several other young women. Only days earlier, his eldest daughter Swati, all of 26, had died of a botched medical termination of pregnancy (MTP) she had been forced to undergo by her husband. It had taken her death to blow the lid off a female foeticide racket that operated out of a so-called hospital run by a homeopathic doctor couple. The abuse, recalls Jadhav, started almost immediately after the 2010 wedding. “Our daughter was being harassed by the family almost immediately after the marriage,” recalls Swati’s mother Vi-



jaya, 45. A mother to three daughters and a son, Vijaya was allowed to meet her daughter for just a day every year. Swati was not allowed to speak to her family members over the phone, and wasn’t even allowed to meet her only brother for Rakshabandhan. “Only if my husband brought gold on his yearly visit to Sangli was he allowed to meet our daughter. Or else we were insulted and sent back,” she told DNA. “We had given cash as well as 15 tolas (150 grammes) of gold during the wedding. We gave double of what they demanded,” said Jadhav, struggling to understand why his first-born had to meet such a horrific fate. Verbal abuse was a constant in Swati’s life. Two years earlier, her parents even threatened their sonin-law that they would report him to the police. Turn to P4



Kohli stops short of calling Smith a cheat Rutvick Mehta



[email protected] Bengaluru: “There’s a line that you don’t cross on the cricket field, because sledging and playing against the opponents is different, but… I don’t want to mention the word, but it falls in that bracket,” India captain Virat Kohli said about his Australian counterpart Steven Smith at the post-match press conference on Tuesday. Asked if that word was cheating, Kohli said: “I didn’t say that, you did.” That is the latest addition to the long list in war of words between India and Australia cricket teams over the years. And it comes on the day India beat Australia by 75 runs on the fourth day of second Test at the M Chinnaswamy Stadium in Bengaluru. With the win, the hosts leveled the four-match series 1-1. Earlier on Tuesday, Smith and his partner Peter Handscomb violated the rules of Decision Review System (DRS) by glancing towards their dressing room to decide on whether to review an on-field decision. According to the International Cricket Council’s (ICC) rules on the DRS, “…signals from the dressing room must not be given.” “We take our decisions on the field ourselves. We don’t ask for confirmation upstairs,” was Kohli’s sarcastic reply to what the Aussies did.



reuters



inside



Fareeha Iftikhar



[email protected]



Pramod Adhikari



Mumbai: A Sessions Court in Maharashtra on Tuesday held suspended Delhi University professor GN Saibaba and five others guilty of having “links” with Maoists and “waging war” against India. The wheelchair-bound Saibaba, 50, and four of the other accused were awarded a life sentence by the Principal District and Sessions Court, Gadchiroli, Maharahstra. They were all found guilty of having links with the banned CPI (Maoist) and its front organisation Revolutionary Democratic Front (RDF). JNU student Hem Mishra, 35, former journalist Prashant Rahi, 57, Mahesh Tirki, 25, and Pandu Narote, 30, received life terms, while Vijay Tirki, 30, who was accused of acting as a courier for the others, was sentenced to 10 years rigorous imprisonment. In an 827-page long judgment, Judge SS Shinde convicted the accused under Sections 13, 18, 20 (read with Section 120-B of IPC), 38 and 39 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967. All the accused have been directed to surrender their bail bonds. The court has also directed the police to nab absconding accused Narmadakka and Nadar. After the verdict was pronounced, Saibaba, Mishra, Rahi and Vijat Tirki said they had noth-



India captain Virat Kohli (right) and the umpire have a word as Australia’s skipper Steven Smith walks off after being dismissed. India won second Test by 75 runs to level series 1-1 And if you thought it was a oneoff mistake, it wasn’t, for Kohli accused the visitors of flouting the rules twice over the last three days when he was batting in this series so far. Tuesday’s incident happened in the 21st over of Australia’s chase, when Umesh Yadav trapped Smith in front. The Australia skipper asked non-striker Handscomb for his view on whether to review it. Handscomb walked towards Smith, looking and pointing at the Australian dressing room. The next second, Smith too looked in that direction for advice on whether to review it. Turn to P4



‘Lady Singham’ takes strife-torn Srinagar by storm Ishfaq-ul-Hassan



[email protected]



Srinagar: Sitting inside her camp at Mujhaid Manzil in the Pathar Masjid area of downtown Srinagar, the bespectacled officer looks like the girl next-door at first sight. But behind Kanchan Yadav’s benign visage is a tough-as-nails officer who has made a mark in the male-dominated security operations in the strife-torn state. Yadav, the 28-year-old Assistant Commandant of Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), is the only woman paramilitary officer deployed in the sensitive old city to tackle the stone-pelting mobs and to maintain law and order in this notoriously volatile separatist



stronghold. “I remember the day when my company was withdrawing from Jamalatta. A mob of stone-pelters suddenly surfaced and started shouting at me. Seeing me, these mobsters targeted me personally hurling some abuses to provoke me. But I kept calm and moved on because the safety of my troops was paramount,” says Yadav. Incidentally, Yadav had volunteered to deal with the law and order situation in the sensitive down town in 2015. A native of Delhi, which is much reviled in these parts, the paramilitary officer has seen considerable action on the streets of Srinagar after Hizbul Mujahideen commander Burhan Wani’s killing last year. From tack-



ling stone-pelting mobs to guarding the CRPF camps to keeping an eye on trouble-makers, Yadav has seen it all, earning the sobriquet ‘Lady Singham’ in her battalion, a reference to a popular Bollywood hit about a upright cop. But then, dealing with security issues is something she has grown up with. A third-generation security forces officer, Yadav, a 2010 UPSC Central Armed Police Force (CAPF) batch officer, was fascinated with the uniform since childhood: her mother is the Assis-



tant Commandant of CRPF, currently posted in Manipur on election duty, her father retired from the Indian Air Force, while her maternal grandfather retired from the CRPF. And she is married to an Indian Navy officer. “Soldiering is in our DNA. I chose CRPF because it helps you to explore new things. The support of my seniors and the public has helped me in dealing with the situations I confront during the course of my duty. There is a different percep-



tion in public about female officers. That is why when I am deployed on the streets, women and children are excited to shake hands with me. May be they are seeing a woman officer for the first time on the streets,” she says. In fact, after marriage, she opted to stay back in Kashmir to complete her tenure. “I was given an option to be posted where my husband is deployed. But I chose to stay back and complete my tenure,” she said. Her first post-training posting was in Kashmir when she was posted with 44 Battalion of CRPF and deployed in Narbal in February 2014. She moved to Srinagar in June 2015, where she opted for lawand-order duties.
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India, Sri Lanka must find solution to Palk Bay fishing dispute



T



he protests in Tamil Nadu over the alleged shooting of a fisherman by the Sri Lankan navy has snowballed into a bilateral issue with India raising the incident with its neighbours. Such shootings have occurred with alarming frequency due to Indian fishermen ignoring Sri Lanka’s diktats to not cross over to its side of the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL). In March 2015, Sri Lankan Prime Minister Ranil Wikremasinghe warned that Indian fishermen intruding into Sri Lankan waters would be shot. He gave the analogy of a thief entering a house and the owner being allowed to shoot in self-defence. However, such simplistic and cavalier rhetoric also serves to exacerbate a problem that has its



origins in geographical, historical, ecological and economic reasons. India and Sri Lanka share a very proximate maritime boundary which is as less as 12 nautical miles on the Palk Strait. The Palk Bay is a fertile fishing ground and for centuries Tamil fishermen from the Indian and Sri Lankan sides have cohabited peacefully in this area. The attempt to settle the Katchatheevu dispute, which was claimed by both India and Sri Lanka, with India ceding its rights over the island in 1974, was not accepted by the fishing community. Though the agreement did not affect fishing rights, India and Sri Lanka agreed in 1976 not to fish in each others waters. However, fishermen refused to pay heed. Throughout the Sri Lankan civil war it was mostly



ad hominem



Poll outcome critical for Rahul, not Modi The elections to six states will impact Rahul Gandhi’s prospects of emerging as India’s tallest Opposition leader



File photo of Congress Vice President Rahul Gandhi addressing the media



Kay Benedict



S



everal months before the Samajwadi Party-Congress alliance coalesced in Uttar Pradesh, chief minister Akhilesh Yadav had made an interesting observation. Speaking at the Hindustan Times Leadership Summit in Delhi in December 2015, Akhilesh said he wanted to see his father Mulayam Singh Yadav as the Prime Minister of an anti-BJP front and Rahul Gandhi as deputy PM. The Yadav junior was replying to questions from the audience on the possibility of an SP-Congress tie-up. Rahul Gandhi, who was also present, refused to comment while the AICC officially rejected the offer saying that no alliance was being planned with the SP. Much water has flowed under the bridge since. Whether orchestrated or real, the family feud in Mulayam’s family marginalised the father even as it catapulted the son to the driver’s seat, bolstering his national profile. It is not Mulayam but the 43-year-old Akhilesh, with his emergence as a modern, progressive and pro-development leader endearing himself to the youth and India Inc, who will be in the reckoning for prime ministerial sweepstakes in 2019 or 2024. That, of course, is with a caveat - provided his party wins a substantial number of Lok Sabha seats from UP sending 80 MPs to the lower House. In this context, some Congress veterans feel that Rahul made a tactical error in forging an alliance with the beleaguered SP in UP and thereby giving a lifeline to Akhilesh who was struggling to ward off anti-incumbency, bad law and order, a divided Muslim opinion and turf war in the family. They were of the view that Rahul should have invested more time and resources in Punjab, which is more critical for him and where the Aam Admi Party had emerged a formidable force. An AAP victory in the state could make it a national alternative to the Congress with Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal also crowding the queue for the PM post. The Rahul camp, on the other hand, felt that Capt. Amarinder Singh and the cricketer-turned politician Navjot Siddhu duo was capable of wresting power



from the Akalis. In a worst-case scenario, Rahul may have to face two new national challengers - Kejriwal and Akhilesh. Some Congress veterans think that the party’s first priority should have been to ensure the defeat of the BJP in UP, its principal foe, and that the BSP would have been the best bet for it with tactical or covert support from the Congress. The SP-Congress alliance has confused the Muslim voters to the advantage of the BJP. The results on Saturday will tell whether the in-house critics were right or wrong. If the Congress performance in UP is below par and the SP manages the numbers for Akhilesh to become CM, he will be in a better position to bag a good number of Lok Sabha seats from the state in 2019. Way back in 2004, the SP had secured 38 LS seats. The BJP peaked in 2014 bagging 71 seats. It will be impossible to repeat this feat in 2019, even with a BJP government in Lucknow as Prime Minister Narendra Modi has since lost his 2014 halo of a “vikas purush”. In contrast, Akhilesh has been able to reinvent himself in the last few months. The other positive fallout of the family feud is that his shy wife and Lok Sabha MP, Dimple Yadav, a political greenhorn, has suddenly metamorphosed into a popular, charismatic leader. It is possible that in a future scenario Akhilesh can leave Lucknow to her while he tests national waters. The AAP is planning electoral forays into Gujarat, Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh and possibly Madhya Pradesh; bi-polar states where the Congress is weak and vulnerable. Akhilesh and Kejriwal are longterm players and both could emerge as national challengers of Modi, as well as Rahul, in 2019 and beyond. A resurgent AAP or an ambitious SP may end up helping the BJP by further splitting the Left-of-Centre space. Even as the aam admi chase the chimera of “Achha Din”, the Opposition has failed to weave a powerful, alternative narrative. The results on Saturday will unveil the national mood for the political stakeholders to go in for course correction. The author is a senior journalist and political commentator.



Indian fishermen, or Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka’s northern districts to India who had more freedom to fish in these waters. The onset of mechanised fishing and trawling in the 1990s led to a depletion of catch and complaints from the Sri Lankan side that trawling



by Indian vessels was damaging the marine ecology. While Sri Lanka demanded a complete ban on mechanised trawlers, India has preferred regulation. The Tamil Nadu Marine Fisheries Regulation Act of 1983 mandated that mechanised boats should not



fish three nautical miles from the coast, and the area was reserved for traditional fishing boats. But there is no clarity on which “coast”, and anyway, traditional fishermen rue that this Act is being violated even on the Indian side. Meanwhile, traditional fishermen, unable to compete with the mechanised trawlers, have been forced to work on the mechanised trawlers and the multi-day boats on both sides. A return to the more sustainable traditional fishing methods is practically impossible now. Mindful of the impact the issue can have on bilateral ties, Sri Lanka has resorted to temporarily detaining fishermen and their boats. In 2014, 787 fishermen were released from Sri Lankan jails along with 158 fishing boats while



in 2015, 23 boats and 151 fishermen were apprehended by the Sri Lankan navy. But this has not proved to be a deterrent as the call of livelihood forces them to return to the troubled waters again. But firing on unarmed fishermen is not the solution and the Indian and Sri Lankan governments must sit together and sort out the issue before emotions boil over in Tamil Nadu where a weak state government is in power. In February 2016, following foreign minister Sushma Swaraj’s visit to Colombo, both sides agreed to “find a permanent solution” to the fishermen issue. Over a year later, the delay in ironing out a solution has taken another precious life and put Tamil Nadu on the boil again.



Is TN going the Bengal way? Tamil Nadu must not fall prey to the misplaced sense of victimhood against Delhi, which ruined Bengal’s economy By invitation Prof R Vaidyanathan



M



any will recollect that Bengal was a leader in several industries in the fifties and sixties. It was known for chemicals, pharmaceuticals and engineering industries. It had huge Salt Gholas in and around Kolkata and Howrah. The first computer was installed at Indian Statistical Institute at BT road. It had a vibrant handloom industry and was known for its dyeing skills. But Partition had given rise to a refugee wave and many from the East embraced the Left ideology. It was a sense of victimhood and expressed itself against Delhi. Actually the Left ideology of Bengal was a regional voice cloaked in ideology. Many bhadralok intellectuals felt the shifting of the capital from Kolkata to Delhi was the beginning of discrimination against Bengal. The political class identified the business class as “oppressors” and entrepreneurship was frowned upon. The Left rule from the seventies re-enforced these biases and Bengal was shunned by industrialists except some from the old school like RPGs and Bangurs. The new entrepreneurship shifted to western India. The last straw was Nandigram where Tata’s proposed car factory was thwarted by the Trinamool Congress which carried “victimhood” to extremes. It was presented as agriculture versus inhuman capitalists. The project abandoned, got relocated to Gujarat, and the rest is history. Interestingly, Tamil Nadu, one of the most advanced states, is currently exhibiting the “victimhood” mindset. Most political leaders are forced to accept this discourse. Koodankulam was a major nuclear energy project. Due to agitating NGOs, funded by foreign forces and supported by the Church, the project was stalled for years and costs esca-



politickle By MANJUL 



Villagers protesting in Neduvasal, Tamil Nadu — PTI lated by over Rs.1000 crore. Even a mild mannered Manmohan Singh—then PM—had to express his anguish about this senseless intransigence. Then came the Jallikattu issue decided by the Supreme Court. Again a huge antiDelhi sentiment was created, and now, the Hydrocarbon project at Neduvasal. In the recently concluded Discovered Small Fields auctions, two contract areas — Karaikal in Puducherry and Neduvasal in Tamil Nadu (TN), having an inplace volume of 4.3 lakh tons of oil and oil equivalent gas (oil plus gas) — were awarded to private contractors. These two areas are expected to generate gross revenues of Rs 300 crore as well as a royalty of Rs 40 crore for the state governments. Officials have dismissed the allegation that the TN government was not informed or permission sought. An official pointed out that the mining lease approval is given by the State government and that it was aware of oil discovery and exploration. ONGC was given the area under the petroleum exploration license in 1986. Exploration per-



mission from the State government was given in 2008 and the mining lease was awarded in 2013 for seven years. On December 30. 2016, ONGC wrote to the district administration of Neduvasal seeking to convert the mining lease from seven years to 20 years. Throughout this period we find Congress and DMK ministers at the Centre giving assent, but now the agitators are blaming PM Modi. Hydrocarbon projects are not new to TN, where over 100 projects are functioning. The opposition varies from environmental concerns to bizarre issues of “grabbing” fertile lands by “central forces”. The process of drilling and production requires very limited surface land area (generally 120X120 square metre) which will not affect agriculture or the soil, the above official noted, adding that operators are required to follow strict environmental norms. Regarding the groundwater table, the official said that extraction is being carried out from deeper earth, (generally beyond 1,000 m), and thus aquifers, located at shallower levels are not affected. Whenever the central scien-



twitter.com/MANJULtoons



tists or bureaucrats go to Neduvasal to explain the issues they are gheroed and intimidated. The “victimhood” is taken to heights and is now turning into anti-industrialisation. The argument given – supported by local ministers – that local consent is paramount, is dangerous. This can be replicated in Jharkhand or Chhattisgarh. No extractive industry can be started. What is below the surface belongs to the entire Indian society and not to local villagers. TN is facing an employment crisis due to lack of new industries, the West Asia crisis and the IT sector’s decline. Meanwhile, political parties are stoking linguistic fanaticism and a sense of victimhood against Delhi. NGOs, mostly funded from USA and Europe, are very active in these protests. TN, like Bengal earlier, will be shunned by industrialists and this will only increase its sense of “victimhood”. Moreover, TN has enough secessionist forces supported by terror groups like the LTTE. An explosive cocktail is brewing. The author is a Professor at IIMBengaluru. Views are personal.



slowburn



Teachers need stricter scrutiny in schools



A



s news of teachers molesting students are reported from different places, the question arises as to why there isn’t stricter scrutiny of teachers in schools in the first place. The recent incident of a Hindi teacher sexually harassing four minor girls in Gurugram is chilling, but not surprising. He even threatened them with dire consequences if they spoke about it to anyone.The police on Friday registered a case under section 506 (threatening for life) of the IPC, the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, and the SC/ST Act. This is not enough. The trauma will stay with the girls for life. School management committees comprising parents and civil society should be empowered to instill deterence against such assault.
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Realtors posing Uphaar victims’ kin seek jail for Sushil as cops rape 16-yr-old, held Ritika Jain



[email protected]



The Class 11 student was returning from tuitions when the accused dragged her to a building under construction in Netaji Subhash Place



DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



Just two days ahead of International Women’s Day, two men posing as cops dragged a 16-yearold girl into a deserted building in northwest Delhi’s Netaji Subhash Place and raped her. The incident took place on Monday evening, while she was returning from her tuition classes. The accused, who work near the victim’s training centre, have been arrested. The accused have shops in the area and are also property dealers. The victim, a Class 11 student, was returning from a tuition class. When she reached a secluded stretch, the two unknown men intercepted her and asked her to come along with them, she told the police. “When she tried to ignore them, they said they were cops and wanted to ask her a few questions. As they were not in uniform, the girl said she wanted to call her father. They then threatened her, assaulted her and dragged her to a vacant under-construction building, where they forced themselves upon her,” a senior police officer said. After raping her, the men threatened the girl that they will upload an obscene video featuring her on social media if she revealed the incident to anyone. The victim nonetheless rushed home and narrated her ordeal to her



Enraged at the “leniency” shown by the Supreme Court, the Association of Victims of Uphaar Tragedy (AVUT) has petitioned the court to dismiss Sushil Ansal’s review petition, and direct him to surrender to serve the remainder of his sentence. Uphaar Cinema, owned by Ansal brothers Gopal and Sushil, had caught fire in 1997 during the screening of the movie ‘Border’. As many as 59 people had died in the incident. On February 9, the SC sentenced Gopal, 68, to a one-year jail term, while the sentence of Sushil, 76, was commuted to time served, due to his “advanced age” .



the timeline of a tragedy



Jun 13, 1997



Jan 4, 2008



59 people die of asphyxiation and more than 100 are injured when a fire breaks out in south Delhi’s Uphaar cinema. CBI files chargesheet against 16 accused, including Sushil and Gopal Ansal on Nov 15 of the same year.



Ansal brothers and two other accused get bail.



Nov 20, 2007



Feb 9, 2017



Court convicts 12 accused and sentences them to two years in jail.



In its petition, AVUT stated: “It is most respectfully submitted that no evidence or material was ever placed on record, either in the course of the appeals or the review petitions, by Sushil Ansal, which



Wife kills man for not getting her medicines DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



parents, who approached the police and registered a complaint. DCP (northwest) Milind Dumbere said the girl was taken for a medical examination, which confirmed sexual assault. “Based on the complaint, an FIR was registered under the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO Act) and relevant sections of the Indian Penal Code. The accused were arrested following a raid on their residences. CCTV footage of the area is also being checked to ascertain the sequence of events. Further investigation is underway,” the police said.



A Narela woman bludgeoned her husband to death with a hammer on Monday night, after he returned home without her medicines. The police said the couple’s four-yearold daughter witnessed the entire incident, while their two other children were asleep. The deceased, identified as Kamal, worked at a shoe factory. When he returned home without his wife’s medicines, the two had a heated argument. He then went off to sleep. Afterwards, the woman attacked him with a hammer. “Neighbours said there was a wedding in the area. The murder apparently took place when the wedding band was passing by. No one heard the man’s screams for help. Locals said the woman later appeared in the balcony with blood stains on her face. When they inquired, she ignored them and went inside,” a senior police officer said. The police said the neighbours smelled a rat and entered the couple’s house. They told the cops that



the bedroom was splattered with blood. “Walls, the bed and floor were soaked in blood and Kamal was lying on the bed. On being questioned, the woman confessed to the murder and said instead of buying medicines, her husband spent the money elsewhere. Their fouryear-old child also told the police about the killing,” the officer said. The police have sent the body for post-mortem and a crime and forensics team has collected samples from the spot. A case of murder has been registered and the cops have recovered the murder weapon.



Jun 1997 Mar13, 5, 2014



SC holds Ansals guilty of criminal negligence.



SC orders one-year in jail for Gopal and Sushil is exempted because of his age.



suggests that he is having any medical complication(s).” The SC had directed Gopal to surrender before the relevant authorities by March 9. Since then, Senior Counsel Ram Jethmalani,



representing Gopal, has been approaching the top court, seeking a withdrawal of the order on grounds of parity with his brother. Speaking to DNA, Neelam Krishnamoorthy, the face of the families fighting for justice, said: “If Gopal seeks parity, we seek it as well. We want to be heard and submit our arguments on why Sushil should be jailed as well.” Krishnamoorthy lost her daughter, 17, and son, 13, in the fire. The five-page AVUT petition further read: “The respondents are healthy and in a good condition to travel abroad, as they have been doing frequently. This further suggests that they are not suffering from any medical complications to warrant any indulgence.”
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St James, Delhi’s oldest church, set to get a facelift



Built in 1826, pollution and vibrations from trains have left the colonial building vulnerable to damages Cheena Kapoor



[email protected]



The oldest church in the Capital, Saint James, is all set to get a facelift. The church, built in 1836, is a major landmark in the Kashmere Gate area. Built on a Greek-cross plan, the church sports fine colonial classical architecture with a florentine dome. As it was constructed by James Skinner CB, it is popularly known as Skinner’s church. Its construction started in 1826, with army engineer Major Robert Smith, and finished in 1836. “The structure not only speaks volumes about the associational value but it also boasts of introduction of a new style of architecture in Delhi,” says Sarmishtha Chatterjee, Conservation Architect, Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH). “It sits amidst Mughal architecture-inspired buildings on the Lothian Road, which connects it to other buildings such as Dara Shikoh Library. In fact, the church is a living testimony to events of the last 150 years in the city,” she adds. However, over the years, rising pollution and quivering due to



Saint James Church sports colonial classical architecture with a florentine dome trains passing by have left the building vulnerable to damages. INTACH submitted a detailed project report (DPR) for conservation of the church in 2016, and has now commenced the first phase. In



Anti-terror ops on in UP after MP blast



their report, they listed valuable objects belonging to the church, which has high antiquarian value and needs to be restored using scientific methods. The list includes original Euro-



pean stained-glass windows depicting the crucifixion, ascension of Christ and his resurrection, a painting titled ‘The Prodigal Son’, original work of Italian painter Pompeo Batani, a processional cross gifted by Lord Irwin, a rare pipe organ gifted by T Ralph in 1899, and the church bell. “Conservation is a cultural, artistic, and technical activity, based on humanistic and scientific studies and systematic research. As a team of experts, we are trying to undertake the conservation work with great respect for the historic fabric and the antiquities that hold high cultural and historical value,” says Ajay Kumar, Director of Projects, INTACH. Due to its historical significance, the church falls under Grade II heritage buildings category. Thus, the building’s authenticity and integrity need to be retained.



a feather in their cap



From p1



The ATS launched the operation to flush out the suspected terrorist following inputs that he may be linked to the Ujjain Express train blast. The densely populated neighbourhood has been cordoned off and at least 20 commandos are involved in the operation, police said. The ATS operation came hours before the final phase of polling in Assembly election covering 40 seats in eastern Uttar Pradesh. According to locals, around 3.30pm over 30 policemen started vacating the houses in the locality to corner the suspect. Local residents said as the suspect got wind of their plans, he started firing at the police and gunshots were fired from both the sides. IG ATS Aseem Arun summoned elite commandos from Bijnaur police facility. The ATS team is trying to ensure that the suspect runs out of ammunition before barging inside. IG Lucknow Zone A Satish Ganesh said, “The suspect was not surrendering. Instead he was resorting to firing. Chilli bombs were used to smoke him out.” Madhya Pradesh Home Minister Bhupendra Singh said that “the initial investigation suggests the blast is a terror attack and investigation is underway to unravel the conspiracy behind the incident.” Police have detained three persons from Hoshangabad district. —PTI



Ahead of International Women’s Day, a female Air India pilot adjusts the cap of a colleague during a ceremony to honour all the women crew members of the airline, held on Tuesday. Air India says it has set a world record by flying around the world with an all-female crew. —PTI



Kohli stops short of calling Smith a cheat From p1



Watching Smith turn around, onfield umpire Nigel Llong walked towards him immediately, indicating that he could not do that. Like a school kid caught copying redhanded during an exam, Smith put his head down and walked to the pavilion. The India skipper, watching all of this from the background, then came in and had an animated discussion with the umpires. And in the post-match press conference, despite a charged-up Kohli not uttering the ‘cheat’ word, he indicated that the Aussies were doing exactly that by looking upstairs during referrals. “I saw it happening two times when I was batting out there,” Kohli said. “I pointed it out to the umpire as well, that it has happened twice, that I’ve seen their players looking upstairs for confirmation, and that’s why the umpire was at him (Smith). When he turned back, the umpire knew exactly what was going on, because we observed that. We told the umpires and the match referee also that they’ve been doing that for the last three days and this



has to stop.” Match referee Chris Broad who, according to ICC protocols can’t talk to the media, reportedly told The Daily Telegraph that the only time the two on-field umpires were aware of the Australians looking at their dressing room was during the Smith-Handscomb incident. The Australian captain, on his part, put his act at looking at the dressing room down to “brain fade”. “I got hit on the pad and looked down to Handscomb, and he said look out there. Then I just turned around and said what do you reckon? It was a bit of brain fade on my behalf. I shouldn’t have done that,” Smith said after play, countering Kohli’s allegations by adding that it was the “first time it happened”. The Indian skipper merely scoffed at the brain fade reasoning. “Honestly, if someone makes a mistake while batting, for me personally, that’s a brain fade. The way I left the ball in Pune, getting hit on the off stump, that was a brainfade. But if something is going on for three days, then that’s not a brain fade, as simple as that,” he said.



Many public toilets for women in the city are poorly maintained and in unhygienic condtions



Ahead of Women’s Day, Delhiites rue lack of public loos Fareeha Iftikhar



[email protected] For 35-year-old Surili Singh, who is diabetic, making rounds of popular shopping complexes in Delhi is a nightmare as there are hardly any public toilets for women. Talking about her ordeal, the resident of east Delhi’s Mayur Vihar area says: “It’s not just shopping complexes such as Lajpat Nagar, Janpath or Sarojini Nagar markets. The situation is similarly difficult for women throughout the Capital, and, in fact, across the country. Being a diabetes patient, it is sometimes impossible for me to control my bladder.” “A few toilets that Delhi has are so poorly maintained and unhygienic that one does not feel like using them,” she adds. Thousands of women in the Capital face this problem on a daily basis. “With no public toilets for women in market areas and along long stretches of road, we avoid liquid intake for hours, which can adversely affect our health, especially during summers,” says Vanita Sharma, a 21-year-old student of Delhi University (DU). “This is so unfortunate that women in the national Capital are still struggling for basic and unavoidable necessities,” says Kalpana Vishwanath of Jagori, a women’s organisation. She adds: “Men can often be seen relieving themselves on roadsides in Delhi. For women travelling long distances, especially through rural Delhi, every step is a nightmare. More well-lit and well-maintained public toilets women is the need of the hour.” According to a recent study conducted by the Centre for Advocacy and Research in Delhi, in the absence of a toilet at home, 33 per cent of the total households depend on community toilets, while



eight per cent opt for open defecation. “Women are especially affected as several incidents of eve-teasing, and molestation have been reported at community toilets, raising concerns about the safety and security of young girls, women, and children,” the study stated. “We cannot use the community toilet after 7-8 pm because men take over after that,” says Shanno, a resident of east Delhi’s Kalyanpuri area. The issue of shortage of public toilets for women in the Capital was also highlighted in the Delhi High Court in 2016, following which the court had sought replies from the three Delhi Municipal Corporations. The public interest litigation submitted in the HC stated that “out of the existing public toilets across Delhi, only about 5 per cent were meant for women.” The civic bodies, however, claimed that more and more public toilets for women were being constructed across the city. “We have recently built 14 digitalised toilet complexes in central Delhi, with the facility of sanitary pad dispensers,” a senior New Delhi Municipal Council official said. Similarly Mukesh Yadav, spokesperson South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC), said: “Now these problems will be a thing of the past as the SDMC has recently constructed 146 new toilet complexes and 200 more complexes are under construction.”



In Sangli, greed for a son leads to a daughter’s death From p1



However, Jamdade had assured them that he would mend his ways. The parents never considered getting her back for good. With two daughters — Swaranjali, 3, and Pranjali, 1 — Swati was under tremendous pressure to produce a male heir, and when an sonograph report revealed that she was carrying a third girl child, all hell broke loose. Incidentally, sex determination of a foetus is illegal in India.



“Our son-in-law called to inform us about his decision to abort the child which we vehemently opposed,” says Vijaya. On March 1, Jamdade informed them that their daughter had suffered an attack. It was only when they reached Sangli from Cuddalore, where Jadhav runs a small gold and silver smelting unit, a day later that they realised their daughter was dead, victim to the insatiable desire for sons in a country that already has one of the worst gender rations in the



world. The distraught father immediately filed a complaint with the police and the post mortem report confirmed that Swati had died of a haemorrhage following a botched MTP carried out by homeopath Babasaheb Khidrapure. Jamdade has been booked for culpable homicide not amounting to murder and will be in police custody till March 17 while police carry out investigations. “Whether we have a son or a daughter is our destiny. You don’t



behave this way,” says Jadhav, who is now determined that his daughter should get justice, at least in death. To drive that point home, “We burnt her pyre right in front of her husband’s home so that they see what they did to our daughter,” Vijaya said. And in defiance of tradition, which says women can’t attend cremations and that final rites must only be conducted by a male, Swati’s 3-year-old daughter Swaranjali lit her mother’s pyre, as police officials looked on.



DU prof Saibaba, 4 others get life for Maoist links From p1 Sathianathan said that no reprieve should be granted to Saibaba as his disability had not proven to be an obstacle in aiding and abetting violent activities that claimed many lives. “He is 90 per cent disabled but mentally fit. He is a think tank and has also participated in conferences in India and abroad. Therefore, no leniency should be granted to Saibaba on the grounds of disability,” Sathianathan argued. The prosecution relied heavily



on electronic evidences seized from Saibaba’s house in Delhi showing his “direct involvement” with left-wing extremism and “confessional statements” by Mahesh Tirki and Pandu Narote that they had been acting as couriers on behalf of Narmadakka for various people. The electronic evidences included “original authorship” of letters written by the professor as Saibaba as well as with a pseudonym ‘Prakash’ in his capacity as the joint secretary of the RDF, and videos in which he was heard saying “Naxalbari is the only



way”. The defence argued that National Investigation Agency (NIA) should have probed the case instead of the Gadchroli Police. It also said that electronic evidence against Saibaba were not sealed and had been tampered with. Defence counsel also claimed that the witnesses had been tutored by the district police. Saibaba, an English professor, was first arrested by Maharashtra Police in May, 2014, for his alleged links with CPI (Maoist) and was lodged in the Nagpur central prison for over two years. He was re-



leased on interim bail by the Nagpur Bench of the Bombay High Court due to his deteriorating health. He first came under the police’s scanner after Mishra told police that he was acting as a courier between the professor and Maoist leaders. Mishra was arrested in 2013 while he was on his way to Abujhmad in Chhattisgarh, where Maoists have a stronghold. Former journalist Rahi was also arrested in 2013 for his links with the extremists. The other three accused worked as couriers of documents and cash.
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Two-thirds Indians forced to grease palms of public servants: Survey Berlin/New Delhi: India has got the dubious distinction of having the highest bribery rate in the Asia Pacific, with a survey showing that more than two-thirds of Indians had to pay ‘tea money’ or fork out other forms of bribe to get public services. The survey, conducted by international anti-graft rights group Transparency International, found 69 per cent in India as saying they had to pay a bribe, followed by 65 per cent in Vietnam. China was much lower at 26 per cent while the same for Pakistan was 40 per cent. Japan had the lowest incidence of bribery — at 0.2 per cent. South Korea also fared well at a mere 3 per cent. However, it is China which seems to have seen the highest increase, with 73 per cent in the survey saying the bribery has gone up in their country over the past year while India comes in at seventh place (41 per cent) — higher than countries like Pakistan, Australia, Japan, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand. In the survey of more than 20,000 people in 16 countries spanning the Asia-Pacific region, an estimated 900 million said they had to pay a bribe at least once in the past one year. The police topped the list of public services most often demanding a bribe while 38 per cent of the poorest surveyed said they paid a bribe, which is the highest proportion of any income group. “Governments must do more to deliver on their anti-corruption commitments. It’s time to stop talking and act. Millions are forced to pay bribes for public services,” said Jose Ugaz, chair of Transparency International. PTI



Fisherman killing muddies waters, SL Navy in denial Kin of the deceased refuse to accept body n TN CM writes to PM Modi seeking his intervention G Jagannath [email protected] Chennai: The killing of an Indian fisherman allegedly by the Sri Lankan Navy on Monday night snowballed into a major controversy on Wednesday with thousands of fishermen taking to protest in Rameswaram, and Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Edappadi K Palaniswami shooting off a letter to Prime Minister Narendra Modi seeking his intervention. The bereaved family too joined the protest and refused to accept the body of the 21-year-old deceased unless a Central minister visited the island. While the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) conveyed its concerns to the Sri Lakan government, reports from Colombo said that the Sri Lankan government has ordered a probe into the incident. “Our High Commissioner to Sri Lanka has taken up the matter with the Prime Minister of Sri Lanka,” said MEA spokesperson Gopal Bhagley. K Britjo from Thangachimadam is the first fisherman to be shot dead by the Lankan Navy since 2011. His neighbour and fellow boatman, Jeron, 28, suffered injuries on his hand and is undergoing treatment at Ramanathapuram Government General Hospital. Police said that during the autopsy, an AK-47 bullet was found lodged in the neck of the deceased. The shooting incident has sent shock waves among the fishermen



UBI bank officials booked by CBI DNA correspondent



Relatives of 21-year-old Britjo (inset), who was allegedly shot dead by the Lankan Navy, staging a protest at Rameshwaram in Tamil Nadu on Tuesday community in the state, as it came close on the heels of a series of detentions. As many as 59 fishermen from Tamil Nadu were taken into custody by the Lankan Navy in the last five days. Even though the Sri Lankan government reportedly ruled out its navy’s involvement in the killing as per the initial probe report, the Coastal Security Group of Tamil Nadu Marine police registered a case against the Sri Lankan Navy under Section 302 and 307 of



DNA & Agencies



New Delhi: Senior officials of Union Bank of India’s Mumbai branch along with other private individuals were booked by the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) for allegedly violating RBI guidelines and depositing close to Rs 85 crore in old notes post demonetization announcement. The agency on Tuesday said it had filed an FIR against Ashok Kumar Dhabai, Deputy General Manager (DGM), UBI, Shivshankar Rao, Assistant General Manger (AGM) UBI, and three directors of private firm, as well as a private firm named Pushpak Bullion Pvt Ltd. Among those private individuals named in the FIR are Rakesh



New Delhi: Equipped with among the best Airport Service Quality (ASQ) ratings, the Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) is working to make security processes at airports “simple and hasslefree” even as it prepares to build an effective defence framework to thwart possible terror threats, including lone wolf attacks, at these facilities. Addressing the annual news conference here on Tuesday on the occasion of its 48th Raising Day on March 10, CISF Director General O P Singh said the force was testing and analysing a plethora of smart gadgets like full body scanners and smart CCTVs to make air trav-



19 days on, Bihar’s jal satyagrahis threaten hunger strike for survival



Rs 5 lakh to the victim’s family and Rs one lakh to the injured. Meanwhile, the opposition parties in the state — DMK, Congress, BJP, MDMK, PMK and the Left — too condemned the incident and sought Central intervention and increased compensation to the victim’s kin. TN Finance and Fisheries Minister D Jayakumar, who visited the bereaved family, tried to assuage the protesters and receive the dead body, but in vain.



Mumbai airport -- For illustration purpose only el more “secure, safe and easy.” He said the force has been mandated by the government to take over security duties of all civil airports of the country in the near future. It will also do away with cumbersome process of stamping of



baggage at six major airports, thus further reducing the number of checks considered obtrusive by passengers. In the latest ASQ rating done by Brussels based Airport Council International, the six international airports under CISF security cover beat some of the world’s most prominent airports like Dallas, Heathrow, Charles de Gaulle, Dubai, LA and Frankfurt on the parameters of customer satisfaction done on security parameters. The four parameters related to security were: courtesy and helpfulness of security staff, thoroughness of security inspection, waiting time at security inspection, and feeling of being safe and secure. Mumbai airport took the top slot



People of Kalamatihaniya panchayat in Bihar staging a ‘jal satyagrah’ to save their homes from getting eroded by River Gandak — DNA struction of a guide dam and a pilot channel between Ahiraulidan in Uttar Pradesh and Mangalpur Mahasetu in Bihar to end their woes. At least six villages of Kalamatihaniya panchayat in Gopalganj district have already been swallowed by the river and thousands of displaced people are still unsettled. The villagers claim that if the Gandak swells up this monsoon, several more villages, mostly in and around the riverine areas, will be washed away. The diara residents came together under the banner of the GDSS to draw the government’s attention to their plight and demand urgent anti-erosion measures. The Jal Samadhi Satyagraha started on February 17. The water resources department



Manan Kumar [email protected] New Delhi: The Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) is mulling over a proposal on whether to provide security cover to the Banaras Hindu University (BHU) or not. Last year, the request to seek CISF security was moved by the Vice-Chancellor of the BHU, GC Tripathi, to the Ministry of Human Resource and Development (HRD) and Union Home Ministry. The Home Ministry forwarded the same to the CISF. “The BHU has sought CISF protection to tackle the students’ unrest. The request is still under consideration,” said Director General of CISF, OP Singh. The BHU has been witnessing frequent protests by students demanding resumption of union elections that have remained in abeyance since 1996 when two students were killed in group clashes. If the elite force decides to provide security to the BHU, it will be the second UGC controlled institution after Banasthali Vidyapeeth, Jaipur to get CISF protection. “In all 23 educational institutions, including BHU, have sought CISF cover to tackle the problems related to students,” Singh said. Officials dealing with the security, however, believe that giving security to BHU will open the floodgates prompting other universities to seek CISF protection that does not cheap.



of the Bihar government had sanctioned anti-erosion projects, including construction of a 20m wide pilot channel, worth Rs.12 crore in the area in December 2016. The deadline for completion of the work by the flood control division is May 15, 2017. “However, the work is yet to commence. The district administration officials had met us when we launched our movement and assured us that the project will soon be seen on ground. But nothing has happened till date,” Manjhi said. Their demand seems to have been heard. “I have talked to the chief engineer and tender is likely to be finalised by Wednesday after which work will commence,” Gopalganj district magistrate Rahul Kumar told DNA.



clocking 4.77, 4.69, 4.78 and 4.83 respectively on the scale of five for the above parameters. It was a better score by far than Fort Worth International Airport in Dallas (US) that clocked 4.24, 4.26, 4.10 and 4.32 or other airports like Heathrow (London), Charles de Gaulle (France), Dubai, Los Angeles International (US) and Frankfurt am Main International ( Germany). The other airports that clocked better ratings than the world’s best are Delhi, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Kolkata and Chennai. Addressing media, Singh said that the force is raising a special tactics wing (STW) at NISA academy in Hyderabad for tactical capacity building for the diversified role of the CISF.



You too have family, J&K DGP warns terrorists after attack on cop’s house DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



Vithika Salomi [email protected] Patna: For 19 days they have stood in knee deep water, unnoticed by the rest of the country and undeterred by foot sores and other infections. As the River Gandak ebbs and flows around them, the villagers from Bihar’s Kalamatihaniya panchayat, demanding a solution to the riverine erosion that has eaten away entire villages, have now decided to escalate their satyagraha and go on a hunger strike. “Ours is a battle for survival,” said a protester, amongst the group of 50 odd villagers, including several women, staging the unique diara (riverine area) protest about 200 km from Patna to save their homes and farms from the annual erosion of the Gandak river. Giving support to those actually in the water, hundreds of others, including women and children, have been sitting on the river bank. Those in the water have developed foot infection, swelling and other diseases. A medical team led by the Gopalganj civil surgeon checked them on Monday evening. The villagers, however, are determined to go through till their demands are met and have decided to stage a collective hunger strike. “If our demand is not met, we will sit on an indefinite fast starting Thursday,” Anil Manjhi, convener of the Gandak Diara Sangharsh Samiti (GDSS) and one of the satyagrahis, told DNA over the phone. They are demanding the con-



the Indian Penal Code. “I write in deep anguish to bring to your urgent notice the cold-blooded, inhumane, horrific and illegal barbaric killing of a young Indian fisherman from Tamil Nadu due to the unprovoked firing by Sri Lankan Navy on Indian fishermen while peaceably fishing in their traditional waters of Palk Bay,” the Chief Minister said in his letter to Modi. The Chief Minister also announced a compensation of



Grant security to BHU or not? CISF in a bind



‘Security at airports to be hassle-free but strong’



[email protected]



Patel, Mayur Deepak Chavda and Amit Sampat. While Sampat is the director of Mumbai based Pushpak Bullion Pvt Ltd, Patel and Chavda are directors of Pihu Gold and Satnam Jewels, both based in Mumbai too. The case has been registered under IPC sections pertaining to criminal conspiracy, cheating forgery and corruption.
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Srinagar: Alarm bells have started ringing for Jammu and Kashmir police after a group of heavilyarmed militants stormed the residence of a senior police officer and threatened the inmates of serious consequences if their ward did not quit his job. The incident occurred on Saturday night when over a dozen militants entered the house of a deputy superintendent of police in south Kashmir’s Shopian district and ransacked the property. The officer, who is posted in Srinagar, was not present in the house when the incident occurred. Sources said at least six militants entered the house and damaged household goods while their associates stood guard outside. They threatened the inmates to ask the officer to quit job or to face the consequences, before fleeing the scene.



Combing operation underway at a house where militants were hiding at Frisal area of Kulgam district. —File photo Director General of Police, Jammu and Kashmir, SP Vaid said if a policeman has a family, so do terrorists. “Remember, terrorists too have a family,” he said.



During the last year’s summer unrest, posters had surfaced in some localities asking the cops to resign or face social boycott. Such was the threat that two Special Police Officers (SPOs) in Sopore publicly announced their resignation. A family of a police officer had even approached Hurriyat hawk Syed Ali Shah Geelani seeking forgiveness for their son who was deployed for maintaining law and order in south Kashmir last year. Later, mysterious posters of hitherto unknown Sangbaz (stone pelters) Coordination Committee surfaced in a Srinagar locality, threatening to attack the family of a police officer. Militant threats notwithstanding, thousands on Tuesday attended the rally of Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti in Srinagar. Mehbooba said around 12 youth who had joined militancy had been brought back to their homes in Kashmir.
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I have toured the entire state, worked hard and have held ‘rath yatras’ also in the past. I feel that those who revise more succeed in examinations. Had Prime Minister done anything for UP, he would not have to do so many roadshows here —Akhilesh Yadav , Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
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Last day, last show: Final battle for Varanasi today



Modi’s constituency continues to be the centre of all attention, with a series of high-pitched campaigns Amrita Nayak Dutta



[email protected] Varanasi: As the seventh and the last phase of the Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls concludes on Wednesday with 40 seats spread over the eastern part of the state, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Parliamentary constituency Varanasi continues to be the centre of all attention, with a series of highpitched political campaigns invading the cityspace over the last three days. BJP holds three of the five seats covered under Modi’s constituency, while its rival Samajwadi Party holds two. Led by star campaigner Modi, the BJP has left no stones unturned to woo voters of the five constituencies through back to Poll officials wait to leave for election duty at an EVM distribution centre in Varanasi on back rallies, roadshows and public Tuesday — PTI meetings as well as a visit to the Kashi Vishwanath and Kal Bhairav temples and Ghadwa Ghat films on the voters’ disappointknown as ‘Dada’ for the seat, but ashram during the last three days. ment with the BJP, and a roadshow has fielded newbie RSS affiliate Besides the rallies, roadshows in Varanasi on March 4 by state Neelkanth Tiwari who will be conand public meetings held by Modi, CM Akhilesh Yadav and Congress testing against former Congress several high-profile Cabinet minVice President Rahul Gandhi. MP Dr Rajesh Mishra and Rakesh isters and top BJP leaders frePolitical observers, however, say Tripathi of BSP, all Brahmin faces. quented the city, where they adthe heavy campaigning and the In the same seat, the BJP has dressed the media and met subsequent public turnout at also bypassed Dayashankar voters as part of the BJP’s the events may not ensure a Mishra, who stood second to Roy uttar campaign. BJP chief Amit Chowdhury in the 2012 elections pradesh sweep for the BJP in the five Shah had also stayed put in seats. For instance, the safas a Congress candidate but joined Varanasi, to micromanage fron party is likely to face a the BJP in the hope of getting a the party affairs. tough fight in its stronghold, ticket this time. The BJP’s heavy campaigning Varanasi South constituency. The Poll observers say the BJP will was countered by the initiatives of party has not given a ticket to the lose out on the dedicated fan folthe SP-Congress combine like seven-time BJP legislator Shyamlowing of Dada, given that he is Dard-e-Banaras, which showed deo Roy Chowdhury, popularly hurt by the party’s decision and



has not campaigned for the party this elections. BJP insiders revealed that the party is also wary of losing the Muslim votes from the constituency to Congress. Varanasi South has a Muslim population of nearly 1.5 lakh, considered traditional Congress-SP voters. Similarly in Varanasi cantonment, the party has fielded sitting MLA Jyotsna Srivastava’s son Saurabh Srivastava. While there is some resentment among locals against the sitting MLA for not being available enough to members of the constituency, party cadres were reportedly upset with their leadership for promoting one family in its constituency. In Varanasi North, the BJP’s sitting MLA Ravindra Jaiswal continues to face a tough fight against BSP’s Sujit Kumar Maurya. In 2012, Maurya had lost to Jaiswal by 2,336 votes. The BJP has fielded its own candidate from Rohaniya seat instead of alliance partner Apna Dal (AD), which is fighting 20 of the state’s 403 seats and has base among the Kurmis. Poll observers predict that this is likely to confuse voters resulting in a transfer of votes to BSP. In the Sevapuri seat, held by the SP currently, the BJP has fielded AD candidate who will be fighting BJP rebel Vibhuti Narain Rai. The BJP is fighting a three-cornered battle with SP-Congress combine and BSP. In last Assembly polls, SP had won 23 seats, BSP five, BJP four and Congress three.
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The campaigning for Alapur seat in Ambedkarnagar district of Uttar Pradesh came to an end Tuesday evening. Alapur goes to polls on March 9 as voting for this constituency had been postponed due to death of SP candidate Chandrashekhar Kanaujia.
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Mayanglambam Rameshwar Singh of BJP contesting from Kakching
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Picture for representational purpose only. (Inset) Temsutula Imsong and Darshika Shah



Varanasi ghats reek of lack of toilets Amrita Nayak Dutta



Varanasi Mayor and BJP leader [email protected] Ram Gopal Mohley also admits to a lack of toilets on the ghats. He Varanasi: In 2015, two young says the Nagar Nigam of Varanasi women, Temsutula Imsong and has plans of putting up temporary Darshika Shah, ushered a change toilets on at least 24 of the 84 ghats. in the ghats of Varanasi. They “The previous governments took up a task to clean up Prabhu have not put any focus on the ghat in the city. #MissionPrabcity’s infrastructure. As far as hughat was an instant success. . ghats are concerned, there was a Two years down the line, NagaPIL on construction of permanent land native Imsong, who had then structures on ghats and a commitcalled out for better sanitation fatee is deliberating on it,” he said. cilities at the ghats, admits not He added that under the Cenmany public toilets have come tre’s Namami Gange proup on the ghats and open defegramme, Rs 5 crore has aluttar cation still remains a major ready been allocated for pradesh Varanasi’s ghats. issue. “The ghats have become “There would be sepacleaner than what they used to rate changing rooms and toibe in the last four years. But, open lets,” he asserted. defecation still remains a probHowever, locals say till two lem,” she said, adding that there years ago, they could not have beare not many bio-toilets present at lieved ghats could even be this the ghats currently. clean. “The ghats were way dirtier “There is a logistical difficulty just about two years ago. Whatever in bringing about a permanent toifilth you see is because of the lack let on the ghats. So, only tempoof maintenance by people who visrary toilet structures can work on it them,” said Satish Pandey, a lothe ghats,” she added. cal shopkeeper.



Khan is involved in a case relatthe court. You have no reason not ed to financial irregularities in to appear before the High Court.” the Uttar Pradesh Jal Nigam “In our considered opinion, the Board, where he is an ex-officio explanation sought to be tendered chairperson. before us, ought to have been given In an attempt to explain his clito the High Court,” the bench, ent’s position, senior counsel V also comprising of Justices Giri, representing Khan said, DY Chandrachud and Sanuttar “Due to the ongoing Assemjay Kisan Kaul said. pradesh bly elections in the state, he Khan’s attendance in has prior appointments and court can be seen as yet anhis reputation as a politician other setback for the SP will be affected if he missed such that’s fighting the last phase of public meetings.” elections. Khan is the second SP The bench led by Chief Justice leader in court after Gayatri PraJS Khehar did not buy the explanajapati on an unrelated case, who tion and said, “You can’t hoodwink got no relief from the top court.



New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Tuesday denied any relief to senior Samajwadi Party (SP) leader Azam Khan and directed him to appear before the Lucknow Bench of the Allahbad High Court on Wednesday at 2 pm in relation to a contempt case. The Allahbad HC had issued a non-bailable warrant against the Uttar Pradesh Urban Development Minister after he failed to appear before the court on at least three occasions.



Samajwadi Party leader Azam Khan



BJP candidate found handing out money



Competing parties don’t seem to take Naga vote bank seriously



Bhadohi: BJP candidate from Bhadohi, Ravindra Nath Tripathi, was on Tuesday found allegedly distributing money to voters in the constituency which goes to poll on Wednesday and a case was lodged against him. On a tip-off that a candidate was distributing money among voters in Mahdepur village, a police team reached the scene, “caught” him and seized Rs 7,200 in cash which had been distributed among the locals, said Suryava police station in-charge Sunil Verma. The police subsequently lodged a case against Tripathi and his associate Babulal allegedly for committing the electoral malpractices and various other penal offences. Verma said, though Tripathi is yet to be arrested, the police has nabbed his associate Babulal. — PTI



Amrita Madhukalya



[email protected] Ukhrul: When one makes their way to Ukhrul from Imphal, the last stretch along the back-breaking National Highway 2, is one of the first signs of underdevelopment; and there are many. Ukhrul, along with Tamenglong, Chandel and Senapati, are home to Manipur’s 5,00,000 Nagas. For the longest time, residents say Ukhrul had only one bank, now there are two. “ATMs operate only during ofA flag atop a house in Shirou in Ukhrul fice hours,” says V Weapon Zimik, president of the Tangkhul Naga Long, the Tangkhul Hoho. before the elections, CM Okram The lone government-run secIbobi Singh carved out seven new ondary school barely has teachers districts. Kangpokpi was created and the only government-run colout of Ukhrul, Senapati and Talege in Ukhrul does not teach scimenglong, realising a long-standence. The local dispensary, too, ing Kuki demand. does not have any specialist docIn these new revenue districts, tors. unclaimed land now belongs to the It is way more difficult for womgovernment. “Our lands are ancesen. Grace Shatsang, president of trally passed on from one generathe Tangkhul Shanao Long, says tion to another. Many don’t that child-bearing is an exhave documents,” says John tremely difficult task; her manipur Pamei, an Imphal-based children were brought up by student activist. The hills her Guwahati-based parents. flared up again; this time The Nagas in Manipur have, the United Naga Council for long, felt the pinch of underdecalled for a blockade of two of velopment. When the three controManipur’s arterial roads, stopping versial bills were introduced in the supply of essentials. Manipur, the tribes in the hills The Naga Accord, a framework flared up. The protests unified the agreement signed between the CenNagas and the Kukis — two wartre and the National Socialist Counring sections. But, barely months cil of Nagaland (NSCN-IM) in 2015,



has now become a poll volleyball being passed around between the BJP and Congress. While PM Modi said in his rally that Manipur’s territorial integrity will remain untouched, Ibobi has been questioning him on the need for such secrecy. As one goes deeper into Ukhrul or Senapati, Congress is nowhere. There are flags of BJP, Nagaland People’s Front, and even Rashtriya Janata Dal. It’s as if the Congress does not care for the Naga votes. The BJP, which is an ally of the NPF in Nagaland, has not announced an alliance here. A state BJP leader confided that the “Naga integrity” clause in the NPF’s manifesto has made the party uncomfortable. In Ukhrul and Senapati, the National Socialist Council of Nagaland (NSCN-IM) has put its weight behind the NPF.
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Iraqi forces recapture Mosul govt buildings Mosul: Iraqi government forces fighting to drive Islamic State from western Mosul on Tuesday recaptured the main government building, the central bank branch and the museum where three years ago the militants had smashed statues and artifacts. The government buildings had been destroyed and were not used by Islamic State, but their capture still represented a symbolic victory in the battle over the militants’ last major stronghold in Iraq. An elite Rapid Response team stormed the Nineveh governorate building and government complex in an overnight raid, spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Abdel Amir al-Mohammadawi said. They also seized a building that housed Islamic State’s main court of justice, known for its harsh sentences, including stonings, throwing people off building roofs and chopping off hands, reflecting Islamic State’s extreme ideology. “They killed tens from Daesh,” Mohammadawi said, referring to Islamic State by one of its Arabic acronyms. The raid took over an hour. The militants looted the central bank when they took over the city in 2014 and took videos of themselves destroying statues and artifacts. Illegal traffic in antiquities that abound in the territory under their control, from the sites of Palmyra in Syria to Nineveh in Iraq, was one of their main source of income. Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi flew into to Mosul to visit the troops engaged in the fighting. The breakthrough paves the way for the U.S.-backed forces to attack the militants in the old city of Mosul, the most complicated phase in the nearly five-month campaign due to the density of the population and the narrowness of the alleyways. The militants are dug in amongst civilians in the historic district. REUTERS



Civil rights probe into Kent shooting begins



FBI, DOJ will collect evidence for shooting of Sikh man, deemed a hate crime Washington: The FBI along with the US Department of Justice (DoJ) has opened a civil rights investigation into the shooting of a Sikh man by a partially-masked gunman, who shouted “go back to your own country”. Deep Rai, a US national of Indian-origin, was shot outside his home in Kent, Washington, on Friday. The federal investigation is in addition to a criminal investigation being conducted by the Kent police. The FBI is investigating the incident as a hate crime. “The FBI is working with the Kent Police Department and will collect all available facts and evidence to determine if there is a federal civil rights violation. As this is an ongoing investigation we are not able to comment further at this time,” she said. The FBI defines a hate crime as a “criminal offense against a person or property motivated in whole or in part by an offender’s bias against a race, religion, disa-



07



FBI making enquiries into the shooting of Indian- American Deep Rai —file photo bility, sexual orientation, ethnicity, gender, or gender identity”, according to the bureau’s website. Rai was released from the hospital on Sunday. Police chief Ken Thomas said detectives have canvassed Kent’s East Hill neighbourhood, where the shooting took place, and have spoken with potential witnesses and area businesses. However, he



declined to discuss any evidence detectives collected. Governor Jay Inslee, in a statement, condemned the shooting, saying “these acts of violence are hateful, detestable, and un-American”.Sikh American Legal Defence and Education Fund (SALDEF) said, “This incident followed a surge of attacks on our communities.” —PTI



New travel ban doesn’t keep US safe: IndianAmerican lawmakers Washington: The revised executive order, temporarily halting entry to the United States for people from six Muslim-majority nations while dropping Iraq from the list, “does not make US safe”, top Indian-American lawmakers said. California Senator Kamala Harris said was joined by other four Indian Americans in the House of Representatives - Ami Bera, Raja Krishnamoorthi, Ro Khanna and Pramila Jayapal, the first IndianAmerican woman to be elected to the House. “While I welcome the decision to omit Iraq from the list of banned countries, the President still has an obligation to provide evidence of a national security threat posed by immigrants and refugees from the remaining six countries,” Harris said. Jayapal said, in his new executive order, Trump has been forced to recognise that his original travel ban was both “unconstitutional” and “ineptly” executed. “The new order recognises that we must honour the visas of those who already have been given clearance to come to the United States, as well as excludes legal permanent residents and dual citizens affected by the ban,” she said.



People protest against President Donald Trump’s new travel ban orders —AP “It also excludes Iraq from the list of the banned countries, another clear sign that such a ban would hurt our coalition efforts for peace in the Middle East. It should not have taken the courts and nationwide protests to stop such an order from taking effect in the first place,” she said. The president was “irresponsible” in “throwing” the country into chaos and putting fear in the hearts of millions of families, she added. “Unfortunately, however, the president’s Muslim Ban 2.0 is driven by the same xenophobic priorities that wreaked havoc at airports around the nation and led to the shameful detentions of innocent men, women and children,” Jayapal said. —PTI



Pakistan temporarily reopens its border with Afghanistan Torkham: Thousands of Afghans gathered at the Pakistani border to return home on Tuesday as Pakistan temporarily reopened two main crossings that had been closed last month after a wave of militant attacks. The Torkham and Chaman crossings were to remain open through Wednesday for nationals from both countries with valid visas who want to return home, a measure intended to calm ten-



sions and ease a backlog. Fayyaz Khan, a Pakistani official at Torkham, said large numbers of Afghans were returning home, along with smaller groups of Pakistanis, but that overland trade between the two countries has yet to resume. Pakistan shut the crossings three weeks ago after a wave of suicide bombings that authorities said was linked to Islamic militants based in Afghanistan. The



Identity checks at Chaman, REUTERS



two countries have long accused each other of ignoring al-Qaida and other militants who operate along the porous, mountainous border. Khairullah Azad, the deputy spokesman for the Afghan Foreign Ministry, urged Pakistan to restore normal movement at the crossings, saying the two-day reopening was insufficient for people living on both sides of the frontier.



The opening of the crossings came a day after Pakistan said a group of militants crossed over from Afghanistan and attacked several military posts, setting off clashes that killed six soldiers and 10 militants. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif expressed his condolences over the “martyrdom” of soldiers and praised the armed forces for battling those who threaten the state. AP



India is the only slippage in Asia for women’s representation United Nations: India was the only country in Asia which suffered a “setback” in women’s representation in parliaments in 2016, a report by a global inter-parliamentary institution said on the eve of the International Women’s Day. Outlining the regional grouping’s performances, Inter Parliamentary Union (IPU) said in Asia,



women’s representation in parliament increased by 0.5 per cent, from 18.8 per cent in 2015 to 19.3 per cent in 2016. Direct and indirect elections and Government appointments in June and July 2016 returned a total of 27 women of the 244 members of Rajya Sabha. This was a 1.7 per cent decline in the number



of women to 11.1 per cent from 12.8 per cent at the previous renewals. The Inter-Parliamentary Union’s ‘Women in Parliament in 2016: The year in review’ released ahead of International Women’s Day on March 8 said more ambitious measures and stronger political commitment are needed to enhance women’s representation in



parliament and keep apace with the significant progress achieved worldwide over the last decade. The report calls for renewed momentum to ensure women’s voices everywhere are included in the decision-making processes. As in previous years, the report stressed that women’s political empowerment cannot be taken for



granted. The report said the worldwide average of women in national parliaments increased marginally from 22.6 per cent in 2015 to 23.3 per cent by the end of 2016. Ten years ago, women held 16.8 per cent of parliamentary seats in the world – a 6.5 percentage point gain over the last decade. —PTI
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Sangli foeticide horror: Main accused sent to police custody



Thinkstock



Police is tracking cases to find out who else was involved in the racket that continued for years



Disha Shetty [email protected]



PIcs: Hemant Padalkar/DNA



Sangli: Homeopath Babasaheb Khidrapure, who ran the Bharti Hospital in Mhaisal village in the Sangli district of Maharashtra, was remanded to police custody till March 17 after he was presented at the Miraj Magistrate Court on Tuesday afternoon. Police officers are currently looking at documents to find out old cases that could possibly lead to more doctors, pharmacists and others involved in the foeticide racket. So far, the police have recovered 19 foetuses, of which most were in a highly decomposed state. DNA samples of eight have been sent to Pune for testing, the reports of which are awaited. “At the moment, we have not suspended any officials. We will act once the five-member team formed submits its report and the result of the forensic tests are out,” said Dr Archana Patil, Additional Director of Health Services, Maharashtra. Sandeep aka Johnty, who did odd jobs at the Bharti Hospital, as well



as Ravi Sutar, the milkman, have provided vital clues about the happenings at the hospital to the cops and have now turned witnesses. It is a mystery how Khidrapure managed to save himself from the radar of health officials despite the presence of the rural health officer in the area, a primary health



Ancestor of leukaemia virus found in bats



New way to revive damaged donor organs may save lives



London: Traces of DNA from the family of viruses — between 20 and 45 million years old — that cause a rare type of leukaemia have been found in the bat genomes, filling the “last major gap” in retrovirus fossil record, scientists say. The findings, by the University of Glasgow in the UK and The Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague, represent the first concrete piece of evidence that the Deltaretrovirus group has a truly ancient origin in mammals. The Deltaretrovirus group which includes T-lymphotrophic viruses, currently estimated to infect 15 to 20 million people worldwide, can cause a rare type of Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma called ‘Adult T-Cell Leukaemia/Lymphoma (ATLL). “The discovery of this viral sequence fills the last major gap in the fossil record of retroviruses. It provides a means of calibrating the time line of interaction between deltaretroviruses and their hosts,” said Robert Gifford from the University of Glasgow Centre for Virus Research. “Importantly this finding could also be used as a tool for understanding the mechanisms that mammals have evolved specifically to counter the threat from these viruses,” said Gifford. The study was published in the journal PNAS — PTI



Washington: Scientists have, for the first time, successfully recovered a damaged lung and maintained it outside the body for several days, an advance that could make more donor organs suitable for transplants. Researchers from the Columbia University in the US used a cross-circulation platform that maintained the viability and function of the donor lung and the stability of the recipient over 36 to 56 hours. They used the advanced support system to fully recover the functionality of lungs injured by ischemia (restricted blood supply), and made them suitable for transplant. Transplantation remains the only definitive treatment for patients with end-stage lung disease, but the number of donor lungs is much smaller than the number of patients in need, and many patients die while on the wait list. In addition, lungs quickly lose their function outside the body and during transport: four out of five lungs evaluated at transplant centres are rejected. If these lungs could be kept viable outside the body long enough, it would be possible to improve their function and use them for transplantation. One approach of research was to use a stem cell therapy of the lung to replace defective cells with new therapeutic cells derived from the transplant recipient.



(Inset) Babasaheb Khidrapure was produced before the court on Tuesday; Archana Patil (above) visits Bharti Hospital in Mhaisal, Sangli centre 100 metres away from Bharti hospital, and a civil hospital 15 km away. “We know that the illegal abortions were being carried out for the past two to three years from the evidence gathered so far,” said Dattatraya Shinde, SP, Sangli. Khidrapure conducted the abor-



While this technique was applicable to low-quality lungs that are rejected for transplantation, there was a problem — the support of the lung outside the body was too short for the therapeutic cells to start improving lung function. As often happens, unmet clinical needs inspire new ideas and drive the development of new technologies. The team embraced this idea and devised an entirely new approach to support lungs outside the body. “This is the most complex study we have ever done, and the one with the highest potential for clinical translation,” Vunjak-Novakovic said. “The lung is a masterpiece of ‘engineering by nature,’ with its more than 40 cell types, and a gas exchange surface area of 100 square meters - half a tennis court,” he



tions despite not being an allopath or trained to do the procedures. “The tablet Misoprostol was inserted in the vagina of the women to induce abortion. Khidrapure would then wait for three hours for the foetus to be ejected out,” said Shinde, talking about the modus operandi.



said. “It is amazing that such an intricate organ can be maintained outside the body and even recovered following injury,” he added. The study was published in the journal Nature Biomedical Engineering. —PTI



After stents, govt to monitor sale of medical devices Neetu Chandra Sharma



[email protected]



New Delhi: Further tightening the noose on hospitals and medical device manufacturers who overcharge patients, the government will now monitor the prices of basic items, ranging from catheters to syringes. The National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) under the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers is under the process of preparing a database for monitoring the prices of all the drugs and medical devices that are likely to be overcharged by the hospitals and companies. Apart from stents, the prices of all the notified medical devices considered as drugs under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, will now be monitored, such as disposable hypodermic syringes and needles, disposable perfusion sets (used in blood transfusion), devices of HIV, HBsAg and HCV, catheters, intra-ocular lenses (lens implanted in the eye used to treat cataracts or myopia), cannulae, heart valves, Scalp Vein Set ( a device specialised for accessing a superficial vein for intravenous injections) and internal prosthetic replacements (artificial replacement of a part of the body, such as tooth, facial bone, palate, or joint). Other products that are regulated as ‘drugs’ under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, such as blood grouping sera, ligatures, sutures, staplers, surgical dressings, umbilical tapes and blood component bags, will also be under the government’s scanner for price control. “We have already fixed prices of stents, we are further moving towards other medical devices. There has to be uniformity for even smaller items such as catheters and needles. Firstly, we are undertaking the process of preparing a database of all the items and current charges that patients are paying for them. We have



called a meeting of all the medical device industry associations next week and we will discuss the issue in detail,” said a senior government official. Moreover, the prices of condoms, which qualify as ‘drugs’ under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, will also be under the scanner. The NPPA has already issued a notification and initiated the process of fixing the price of condoms. The regulatory body has asked manufacturers to provide it with details of prices to retailers. The NPPA has decided to have two different prices — one for basic utility condoms, and the other for pleasure condoms. According to a report by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, more than 3.5 lakh cardiac procedures were done in 2015, using 4.73 lakh stents. Apart from stents, all the surgeries involved the use of catheters, surgical dressings, syringes, needles, etc. The available figures for cataract surgery in India using lenses over the period 1989-2005 show that there has been an increase of 2.38 lakh surgeries per year over the 16-year period. Similarly, there are scores of knee and joint surgeries taking in place in India everyday requiring implants, with surgery costs differing from hospital to hospital.



Six health screenings women must undergo regularly



U



nlike western countries where preventive health check-ups are a norm, India is yet to warm up to the idea of regular health screening tests. And when it comes to women, the prevalence of preventive health check-ups is almost absent in our country. However, as we observe International Women’s Day, it is pertinent to remind women about the need to keep a check on their health parameters. Being proactive about your health can be lifesaving at times. At other occasions, it can help you take pre-emptive measures to prevent a health issue from escalating. Preventive screening tests help by detecting any potential health problems while they are still treatable. Throughout their reproductive age and beyond, women tend to experience a series of health concerns that often go undiagnosed for a long time. From irregular periods, hormonal imbalances to low bone density, all these concerns can be addressed if detected and treated in time. Often, conditions such as high blood sugar and high blood pressure may not show symptoms in the initial stage but may have serious repercussions if left untreated. However, by undertaking regular preventive screenings, you can



the age of incidence of high blood pressure. Starting 30 years of age, you should get checked at least every two years to make sure your blood pressure is in the range of 120/80. If the reading is higher, you may have to get checked more often and should also be screened for diabetes.



save yourself from a lifetime of health issues. Here’s a list of health screenings women must undertake regularly:



Thyroid testing



Thyroid dysfunction characterised by hyperthyroidism (over active thyroid gland) or hypothyroidism (under active thyroid gland) are quite common among women. Since its symptoms overlap with many other conditions, often they are initially mistaken as indicators of other health disorders. By identifying and treating the under or overactive thyroid gland, potentially serious health conditions such as arrhythmia can be prevented. Regular test must be done as per doctor’s advice. Early thyroid checks and timely treatment can also avoid potential problems during pregnancy in later stages of life.



Pap smear



Women must start undergoing a pap test every 3-5 years once they turn 21. Further starting 30, a combined pap test and HPV test are recommended every 5 years. This screening helps in early identification of cervical cancer risk. The test detects inflammation or the presence of abnormal cells in the cervix area, thereby indicating po-



Pelvic examination



Picture used for representational purposes only —FILE PHOTO tential risk of cervical cancer. Apart from detecting signs of cervical cancer early, a pap smear test also helps in early detection of sexually transmitted diseases. The screening, however, can be stopped after turning 65 years of age as women post this age are not at high risk of cervical cancer.



Diabetes screening



In recent years, diabetes has emerged as a major health concern in India. In turn the widespread prevalence of diabetes has put



more people at a higher risk of cardiovascular disease and renal disease, among others. A blood glucose test is recommended for all women regularly once they turn 45. However, for women who are overweight, or have a family risk of diabetes, this screening must start earlier, in consultation with a specialist.



Blood pressure



Prevalence of blood pressure related disorders are quite common today. In fact, in recent years, doctors have witnessed a downward shift in



Women of reproductive age may experience a series of disorders of the reproductive system including occurrence of cysts and fibroids in the ovaries. In fact, poly cystic ovary syndrome or PCOS is quite common among young women today, and is considered as one of the most under diagnosed condition in women. The condition can cause irregular periods, breakouts on the skin, weight disorders and may also lead to infertility if left untreated. A visit to the gynecologist is recommended every year after the age of 21 to conduct a pelvic examination and further tests if needed. A hysterosalpingogram (HSG) is another test that helps determine your fertility by examining the uterus and fallopian tubes. It is recommended for women who are experiencing difficulty in conceiving.



Eye examination



Most of us tend to take our vision for granted. However, a number of eye-related disorders like glaucoma can strike silently and threaten our vision. An eye examination is recommended for everyone at repeated intervals in consultation with your doctor. If you have vision related issues, a comprehensive eye examination is recommended every two years. In case you have diabetes, an eye exam must be undertaken every year. Even if you have no vision related issues, comprehensive eye examinations are recommended atleast once in your 20s, and atleast twice in your 30s, followed by a baseline disease screening at 40.



Dental examination



Dental health is another oft-neglected subject in India, especially among women. However, a dental examination and cleaning is recommend every year to remove plaque and bacteria that might endanger your oral health. Even if you’re in the pink of health, you should visit your doctor your regular check-ups as they help in avoiding problems in the future. (Authored by Dr Kavita Somani, Director, Medics Super Specialty Hospital, Lucknow)
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DPS to introduce security studies in curriculum



The school is taking initiatives to create awareness about the threats to India’s security DNA Correspondent



[email protected] IISc, a public university for scientific research, was established in 1909



New Delhi: At a time when insecurity in the world due to the possibility of terror attacks, war and conflict is high, Delhi Public School’s (DPS) branches in Ranchi and Bhagalpur are taking an initiative to make their students academically aware about the global environment by introducing ‘security and peace studies’ in the curriculum. On Sunday, DPS, along with Delhi-based think-tank Chanakya Center for Strategic Security Studies, organised a conference to discuss the introduction of this subject at the school level. Deputy National Security Advisor (NSA) Dr Arvind Gupta, along with former intelligence veterans including SD Pradhan, Shekhar Dutt and DC Pathak and others, were present for the conference. Speakers at the conference stressed the importance of teaching security studies at the school level, which will help create awareness among students about their rights to protect the country and value their Indian identity. “In India, we take security for granted, we don’t have the culture of security inculcated in us as citizens,’’ he said, adding that care should be taken that it does not create bigotry, paranoia and a sense of besiegement. “In countries like Israel, there is a high level of security, but people are constantly living in a sense of besiegement.’’ The Deputy NSA further said that making security studies a part of school syllabus is an innovative solution that was recom-



Indian Institute of Science makes it to top 10 global varsities list New Delhi: The Indian Institute of Science (IISc) in Bengaluru has become the first Indian educational institution to make it to the top 10 of a global ranking for universities. IISc has been ranked eighth in the Times Higher Education or THE Rankings, 2017 in the “best small universities” category, joining the elite list that includes California Institute of Technology (Caltech) from the US, Ecole Normale Superieure from France and Pohang University of Science and Technology, South Korea. Small universities are those with a student strength of less than 5,000. Human Resource Development (HRD) Minister Prakash Javadekar has congratulated IISc for the recognition. “It is good news for us that one of our institutions has been ranked among the world’s top 10 universities. This shows our determination to improve the quality of education at all levels and increase focus on research and innovation,” he said on



the sidelines of an event here. The Times Higher Education World University Rankings was founded in 2004 by the UK-based Times Higher Education (THE) magazine. It provides the definitive list of the world’s best universities, evaluated across teaching, research, international outlook, reputation and more. Despite the new high, India has two misses this year. The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Guwahati, and Savitribai Phule Pune University, which were ranked 14 and 18 respectively in the 2016 edition, could not retain their spots in the top 20 this time. IISc, a public university for scientific research and higher education, was established in 1909 with active support from Jamshedji Tata and Sir Krishnaraja Wodeyar IV, the Maharaja of Mysore. In 2015-16, it became the first Indian institute to be ranked among the top 100 in the World University Rankings for engineering and technology at 99th position. —PTI



picture for representational purposes only mended by a number of government taskforce groups and committees, including the 2001 Group of Ministers’ report on national security. “When they pass out of school, they will already have this value system: to not be a danger to the society and to be ready to defend the country against any threats.’’ Security studies is a vast field and a part of international studies for graduate and postgraduate stu-



dents in universities. It covers various sub-fields in addition to national, military and border security to include food security, job security and water security. The ProVice Chairman at DPS Bhagalpur and Ranchi, Rajesh Srivastava, said that the curriculum of this complex field will be simplified to cater to school students. “Chanakya Center and retired intelligence officials who recommended the idea will help in



drafting the curriculum,’’ he said. The academics of security studies will be combined with a project of ‘Bharat Parv’ to promote national integration, culture and heritage, and cyber peace so that students learn about abuse-free online conduct. Srivastava said the initiative was discussed with Prime Minister Narendra Modi and he has shown keen interest in introducing security studies in schools.



Javadekar awards education Challenges Indian students face abroad officers for innovative practices O in perspective



Administration (NUEPA) in 2014. While 23 officers were selected for the 2016 awards, 20 others received certificates of appreciation. The award function marked an end to the three-day National Conference on Innovation in Educational Administration, organised by the NEUPA with an aim to acknowledge innovative ideas and best practices adopted by district and block-level education officers. “The education officers at the field-level are an important link between system-level administration and institutional-level management of education. “Their role is crucial in implementing policies at the field-level. The recognition of their efforts and innovations would encourage the officers to further innovate and help improve the quality of education at the district- and block-levels,” said an HRD Ministry official. —PTI



identify if there were any proxy teachers. This, too, is an innovation in order to bring in accountability,” he added. As many as 78 case studies by district- and block-level education officers were received for the awards for 2016. The awards were instituted by the National University of Educational Planning and



UNICEF to help Bihar boost learning potential at primary level ernment schools at the primary level needed to be improved and it was decided by the government to work with UNICEF for this in five districts, Education Minister Ashok Choudhary said. A block or ward of Patna,



File photo



Patna: The Bihar government on Tuesday informed the Assembly that it would work with UNICEF to improve learning potential among primary students in government schools. The quality of education in gov-



Schools in Patna, Vaishali, Bhojpur, Gaya and Nawada districts were chosen for a pilot project



Vaishali, Bhojpur, Gaya and Nawada districts were chosen for a pilot project, he said, while replying to a question of BJP MLA Sanjay Sarawagi. The minister admitted the need for improving the quality of education in government schools at the primary level and gave details of measures taken under ‘Mission Quality’, launched in 2013. In his question, the BJP MLA quoted from a report of an NGO that highlighted the dismal learning capacity of students in government schools. The government has decided to arrange good teachers for Class 1 and 2 students, Choudhary said. The minister said that due to sustained efforts of Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, there are only 1 per cent children who are out of school at the primary level in the state. “After mobilising children to attend schools, now the focus is to improve the quality of education,” he added. —PTI



Vibha Kagz



i



New Delhi: Activity-based learning through digital schools, raising competence of teachers, community support and motivating parents were among the few ideas awarded here on Tuesday by Union Human Resource Development Minister Prakash Javadekar for innovation in educational administration. The awards were presented to those district- and block-level education officers who came up with case studies on the best practices adopted by them for effective management of educational administration. “Curiosity is the ground for every innovation which helps in effective administration. For instance, we can use Information, Communication and Technology (ICT) to bring accountability,” Javadekar said at the event. “I recently visited a school where the photographs of all the teachers were displayed to help



ne fine day you receive an email announcing one of the best messages of your life: “Congratulations! Your application (to the study abroad programme) has been accepted.” Finally, your laborious efforts have paid off. Amidst the joy and excitement, you feel a sudden chill down your spine. You realise you are about to get uprooted from your country and planted in a new destination. Don’t get anxious about it. Before you embark on one of the most important journeys of your life, here is a list of challenges you could face and how to cope with them: Dwindling finances: Till now, you were under the protective umbrella of your parents as far as financial management was concerned. Now, managing funds on your own, and that too in a foreign country, may seem like a daunting task. You need to astutely chalk out your financial management strategy. Get into the habit of sticking to your monthly budget consisting mainly of rent, transportation, school supplies, groceries, etc. Pay your bills on time to avoid additional late fees. If possible, get a part-time job on campus to earn some extra bucks for your other expenses. Communicating ineffectively: You will not face serious problems if you are migrating to one of the English-speaking countries, but still the slang and accent may need you to plough through in the beginning. Perseverance is the key here. Be patient to understand and adapt the local dialect and accent. However, if you are migrating to a non-English-speaking country, you will face a tougher challenge. Be open to learning and exploring the language. Try to learn the local language before you move. There are mobile phone apps that assist to learn a



language. When in the foreign land, watch native channels to practise the language. Make friends with local people and seek tips and advice from them. Feeling homesick: Yes, you read it right. You will feel homesick in your early days. Your mother’s mollycoddling and homecooked food, father’s words of wisdom, mischief with siblings, and hanging out with friends at your favourite places, you will miss them all. Surely, there is no place like home, but do not let it narrow your horizons. Connect with your kin on Skype and through other channels but do not overdo it. It’s normal to feel homesick as long as it doesn’t hamper your experience of living abroad. You and your family have sacrificed a lot to get you into this school. Interact with other international students and make friends to fill the void. If time permits, become a member of some adventurous group or any other club of your liking. Familiarise yourself with alien brands and products: There are some products without which your day-to-day life seems meaningless. Finding them abroad may be a futile exercise, so accommodate yourself in your new habitat as soon as possible with suitable alternatives. The sooner you get rid of dependency on those prod-



ucts, the easier it will be for you to settle down and concentrate on your goal of getting a degree. There might be chances that in your quest to find suitable alternatives, you may stumble upon an even better product. Fading social life: Once the honeymoon phase of your journey gets over, the deficit of a good social life will start haunting you. The inner cravings to socialise might be difficult to bear with. You might even curse the decision of shifting to an alien country. Pull yourself together and find ways to overcome the flood of emotions you are going through. This will require pushing yourself to some extent, but it will be worth all your efforts. Use your communication skills and make some friends in your college and locality as well to fill the gap. Adapting to a new timezone: Initially, getting adjusted to the new timezone may be challenging. Your biological cycle may take a severe beating and it will take some time for your body to get used to the new lifestyle. Also, there may be a time-shift in your working hours and that of your native country. You might have to call your bank in the middle of the night to connect at their normal business hour, or wait to speak to your family at odd hours. There are time-keeping apps that will come in handy. Gradually, you will get used to the time differences and things will get easier. These challenges may seem Herculean. Do not worry. Look forward to a new beginning, a new place, new people, and most importantly, a paradigm shift in your worldview. Your hard work and never-say-die attitude will help you sail through all odds. (The writer is Founder and CEO, ReachIvy.com)
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IN india



#MitchellMarsh #UnwarrantedAdvice #SadhnaYadav #Ashwin #DressingRoomReviewSystem #TheGreatIndianWoman #SheShines #Kohli



Top tweets Emma Watson Actress hits out at critics over her topless shoot Air India Flight carrier has an all-woman crew - the first ever Bill Goldberg WWE legend confronted by Brock Lesnar on Raw Karan Johar Director is currently in a feud with Kangana Ranaut Hugh Jackman Actor praised for his final outing as Logan International Women’s Day The world will celebrate the day today



In World



#IndVsAus #Jio #TobyYoung #CierraUNICEF #SoundsOfCricket #WomenTellAll #NationalCerealDay #AskAMan



Activist’s prayer for US goes viral amidst hate crimes Valarie Kaur has a powerful prayer for the United States, which went viral on New Year’s Eve, and is doing the rounds again after a Sikh man was shot in the arm



A



video of a Sikh activist praying for the United States has gone viral a day after a Sikh man was shot in the arm by an American man, who allegedly told him to ‘go back to your country.’ The activist, Valarie Kaur, made the powerful speech on December 31, 2016 at the Metropolitan AME Church in Washington DC. She joined several leaders, including the Rev James Forbes of Riverside Church in New York City, Imam Talib Al Rashid of Harlem and Rev William Barber, a pastor in North Carolina. Although Kaur gave her speech in December, it’s gone viral again because of the increase in the number of hate crimes against Indian-origin people. Here is the text of her speech. Waheguru ji ka khalsa. Waheguruji ki fateh. On Christmas Eve 103 years ago, my grandfather Kehar Singh waited in a dark and dank cell. He sailed across the Pacific from India to America where immigration officials



saw his dark skin, tall turban, and saw him not as a brother but as foreign, a suspect, threw him behind bars where he was for months until a white man, a lawyer named Henry Marshall filed a writ of habeas corpus releasing him on Christmas Eve 1913. He became a farmer, free to practice the heart of his Sikh faith. When his Japanese-American neighbours were rounded up and taken to their own detention camps, he visited them when no one else would. He looked after their farms until they returned home. In the aftermath of September 11, when hate violence exploded in the US, a man I called uncle was murdered. I tried to stand up. I became a lawyer like the man who freed my grandfather and I joined a generation of activists fighting detentions and deportation, hate crimes and racial profiling. And after 15 years with every film, lawsuit and campaign, I thought we were making a nation safer for the next generation. And



then my son was born. On Christmas Eve, I watched him ceremoniously put milk and cookies by the fire for Santa Claus. After he went to sleep, I drank the milk and ate the cookies. I wanted him to believe in a world that was magical. But I am leaving my son a world that is more dangerous than the one I was given. I am raising — we are raising — a brown boy in the US, a brown boy who may some day wear a turban as part of his faith. And in America today, as we enter an era of enormous rage, white nationalists hail this moment as their great awakening, as hate acts against Sikhs and Muslim are at an all-time high, I know that there will be moments, whether on the streets or in the school yards where my son will be seen as foreign, a suspect, as a terrorist. Just as black bodies are still seen as criminal, brown bodies are still seen as illegal, trans bodies are still seen as immoral, indigenous bodies are still seen



Maneka Gandhi faces flak for ‘hormonal outbursts’ statement



as savage, the bodies of women and girls seen as someone else’s property. And when we see these bodies not as brothers and sisters it becomes easier to bully them, to rape them, to allow policies that neglect them, that incarcerate them, that kill them. The future is dark. On this New Year’s Eve, this watch night, I close my eyes and I see the darkness of my grandfather’s cell. And I can feel the spirit of ever rising optimism in the Sikh tradition Chardi Kala within him. So the mother in me asks what if ? What if this darkness is not the darkness of the tomb, but the darkness of the womb? What if our America is not dead but a country that is waiting to be born? What if the story of America is one long labour? What if all of our grandfathers and grandmothers are standing behind now, those who survived occupation and genocide, slavery and Jim Crow, detentions and political assault? What if they are whispering in our ears “You are brave”? What if this is our nation’s greatest transition? What does the midwife tell us to do? Breathe. And then? Push. Because if we don’t push, we will die. If we don’t push our nation will die. Tonight we will breathe. Tomorrow we will labour in love through love and your revolutionary love is the magic we will show our children.



Dale Steyn @DaleSteyn62 Love Virat’s aggression. Imagine if he was a fast bowler Aakash Chopra @cricketaakash Looking at the dressing room for a signal to take the review??? Now....that’s CHEATING VVS Laxman @VVSLaxman281 Really disappointed with the way @stevesmith49 looked @ the dressing room 2 take a review.Totally against the spirit of the game



Rahul Gandhi slammed for sexist jibe about Michelle DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



I



n his speech, Rahul Gandhi said that five years from now, if a farmer from the state goes to the US, he would find phones available there are manufactured in UP. “We would emboss ‘Made in Uttar Pradesh’ over it, and whichever shop he visits, the entire stock would be from UP,” Gandhi said. Referring to the former US First Lady Michelle Obama, Gandhi said, “When Obama’s wife would be cooking food in her kitchen, she would admire the utensils. After admiring them she should read the lines ‘Made in Jaunpur’ embossed over them.” The remark was a tad bizarre. However, many felt that the remark was sexist, suggesting that a woman’s place was in the kitchen.



Here’s how Twitter reacted to the remark: Rahul Roushan @rahulroushan Obamas: please untag me https Roflindian @Roflindian Oh sorry....I misread it “Pati pe likha hai made in Jaunpur”. Madhavi Tata @madhavitata Man! this chap Rahul Gandhi needs a gender sensitivity course pronto Abhishek Jain @abhijain02 #Pappu’s speech writer is living in Pre November era when #Obama was POTUS. #Trump didn’t become prez as it’s #PostTruth...#UPElection2017 Ashutosh Shaw @ UrAshuShaw This man is simply incredible. Makes me laugh when I’m not in a mood to smile. Thank you @OfficeOfRG Rahul Gandhi. Rahul Roushan @rahulroushan Jab Obama Colorado ke nahar se naha ke niklein, aur baal mein tel lagaayein, toh tel ki shishi pe likha ho Made in Jaunpur. #RaGaWalaObama Jayesh Mehta @ JMehta65 If Obama lifts up this #Pappu then he is going to find Made in Jupiter tag on his bums. Aladdin @Alllahdin RaGa: “Obama will wear Made in Allahabad watch” “Obama will drink Made in Manipur Coconut Juice” “Obama will use...” Obama: Untag me bro Rishi Seth @sethrishi Delete your speechwriter.



image of the day



Here’s how twitter reacted: @greatadiii Now days, Maneka Gandhi is giving tough competition to Rahul Gandhi @pavnimittal @nistula haha chalo at least Maneka Gandhi gave the same curfew to boys @subarnapoddar @Manekagandhibjp what do you mean by hormonal outburst? People can do whatever they want during day time and come back at 7! .@Manekagandhibjp, I can ASSSURE u that for any normal teenager, ‘hormonal outbursts’ don’t wait for 6pm to happen Ayushee Ghoshal @Ayushee_ghoshal While we are waving a flag of Pseudo #NayiSoch, #ManekaGandhi compares Hostel Curfews to Lakshman Rekha



DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



A



head of International Women’s Day on March 8, Union Women and Child Development Minister Maneka Gandhi on Tuesday came under fire for stating an early curfew in hostels was needed to protect students from their own ‘hormonal outbursts’. “As a parent who’s sending a daughter to college — or a son — I would expect them to be protected. And perhaps one of the protections is against themselves. When you are 16 or 17, you are also hormonally very challenged,” the



minister said when asked why girls in hostels should have an early curfew and not boys. She further added that hostels should have an early curfew as youngsters are ‘hormonally challenged’ and to protect them from such hormonal outbursts, a Lakshman Rekha needs to be drawn. When asked why boys should be treated differently, the minister said, “Yes, so maybe the same deadlines should be there for both, boys and girls... Why should the boys be allowed to wander about in the campus after 6’o-clock? Let them also stay in and do their work.”



However, speaking to Hindustan Times, Gandhi said that a part of her statement has been taken out of context. “If you see the video I have said that there has to be same deadlines for both boys and girls and why should boys be allowed to wander about in the campus after 6 pm,” she said. However, Gandhi also faced flak for her comments. “So Maneka Gandhi advocates hostel curfew for ‘Girls’ to Hormonal Outburst I really laud her vision to see that all the rapes are by women,” Aastha Varma said in a tweet.



A chance encounter with a fearless parrot at a garden in Brentwood Bay, Canada drew Your Shot photographer Aaron Cawsey closer. “I couldn’t use a flash without blinding my feathered friend but it turned out for the best anyways,” he says. “I was admiring the aperture of his eye and I’m sure he was wondering what’s up with the aperture of my camera,” says @natgeoyourshot on its Instagram page



Baldwin to retire Trump impression soon Admirers of comedy sketch show Saturday Night Live have come to love watching Alec Baldwin impersonate US President Donald Trump on the current season of the show. Viewer ratings have soared for SNL since Baldwin started appearing as Trump in a series of skits mocking the billionaire reality TV star turned politician in October. But Baldwin intends to retire that fake



wig and red tie before it gets too much for the audience. Baldwin told Extra host Mario Lopez, “I don’t know how much more people can take.” He added that the maliciousness of the current White House occupants has worried people and that is why he would not want to continue the impression much longer, fearing people will get tired of it.
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Scientists build Hyperloop One shows off first digital ‘brains’ superfast test track for smartphones



Hyperloop One



The technology could lead to an almost omniscient artificial intelligence that’s always listening to you DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



W



ith current-gen AI like Siri, Cortana and Google Assistant, processing isn’t done locally. The device — your smartphone or laptop — instead relies on cloud computing, sending your query to a data centre where it is processed before returning an answer or action. The reason it works this way is that traditional processors in today’s consumer devices don’t have the computing capability to run an AI system by themselves. All that is about to change, thanks to something called neuromorphics. According to theoretical neuroscientist Dr Chris Eliasmith, a new type of CPU is ready to break the rules of the game. “Many have suggested Moore’s law is ending and that means we won’t get ‘more compute’ cheaper using the same methods,” Eliasmith, founder of Canadian AI startup Applied Brain Research, says in an interview with WIRED. Neuromorphics are not yet widely known, but they are already being explored by a few major chip makers. Traditional CPUs process actions based on a ‘clock rate’, measured in Hertz, where data is transmitted at regular intervals. Neuromorphics instead are designed to function like the neurons in the human brain, firing off spikes in electric current whenever required, allowing them to communicate in parallel. The internal ‘neurons’ in the chip use this methodology to interpret the incoming surge, and can determine whether they need to fire off a spike to the next one in the series. To understand this better, think of current-day processors functioning like the steady base of a classic



The chips are aimed at mimicking the functioning of neurons in the human brain —Thinkstock



rock number, where the rest of the song is played according to its pace. In this metaphor, neuromorphics are more like the baseline in contemporary jazz — always changing the rhythm. Aside from this functionality making neuromorphics far more powerful compared to today’s processors, they’re also significantly less power-hungry. A neuromorphic chip previously designed by IBM, which contained five times as many transistors as a standard Intel processor, consumed only 70 milliwatts of power. In comparison, Intel’s conventional processors require anywhere between 35 to 140 watts (depending on usage): approximately 2,000 times more power. Interestingly, the idea of chips based on the human brain isn’t new. Designs for neuromorphics have existed since the ’80s, though it’s taken the technology time to catch up. Earlier chip designs required the algorithms that govern how operations are carried out to be baked into the chips. This would often entail needing a separate processor for each separate task, one for motion detection, one for display graphics, etc. Now, Eliasmith and his team are working on tools that would enable a versatile neuromorphics chip to function. Nengo, a compiler the team designed, allows developers to build algorithms for AI that will operate with these new-age onesize-fits-all neuromorphic chips. It also uses the open source programming language Python, making it both intuitive and easy to deploy. While this reduces both the power and data requirements, it could also spawn a new breed of ‘always-on’ AI. Without having to transfer data between the device and the cloud, AI developers can worry less about security precautions, allowing the neural net to always be listening and learning from our daily interactions. Theoretically, you could ask your smartphone what restaurant suggestions you were discussing with friends last week, or the name of a business contact you had a conversation with earlier in the month. Plenty of tech giants like Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Google and even Samsung are pushing for smarter AI-based services. Introducing a more secure, more powerful way of implementing could lead to us having the digital assistants we’ve always dreamed of, right in our pockets.
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yperloop One has released never-seen-before images of its development site ‘DevLoop’ in the Nevada Desert at the Middle East Rail conference, held in Dubai. During the keynote address, CEO Rob Lloyd shared a bird’s-eye view of construction at the world’s only fullsystem, full-scale Hyperloop test site. The 500-metre-long DevLoop, which has a diameter of 3.3 metres is located 30 minutes from Las Vegas. The company is expected to begin public trials in the first half of 2017, following the first public test of a prototype propulsion system, which took place in the same area less than 12 months ago, in May 2016. Hyperloop is the brainchild



D



speeds more than that of aeroplanes. In addition, Hyperloop would be capable of connecting to all modes of existing transportation with on-demand autonomous transport. It offers higher standards of



NASA aims to create the coolest spot in the universe
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Netflix inks pact with Airtel, Vodafone, Videocon d2h in India



igital streaming service Netflix said it has partnered with Airtel, Videocon d2h and Vodafone in India as it looks to ramp up its presence in the Indian market. The USbased firm, which is up against strong competition from rivals like Amazon Prime, HotStar and others in the Indian market, is investing aggressively in local content. “India is one of the most important markets and we are delighted to be teaming up with three of India’s leading companies. The partnerships with Airtel and Videocon d2h is for set-top boxes while the Vodafone partnership is for payment integration,” Netflix Co-founder and CEO Reed Hastings said. Adding that the growth in consumption has also been driven by free data offering from newcomer Reliance Jio, Hastings said Netflix is in discussion with many other players in India for partnerships. Hastings, on his maiden trip to India, said the company has seen strong adoption of its services since its launch in the country in January last year. “We are investing heavily on content. The content has doubled over the last year and we expect it to double next year. We are also setting up a Mumbai office,” he



of SpaceX honcho Elon Musk, who proposed a new mode of transportation shuttling passengers between vast distances over land. It involves shooting pressurised capsules through near vacuum tubes at



safety than a passenger jet, and close to half the construction and lower maintenance costs than high-speed rail. “I am so excited to be able to share images of DevLoop at Middle East Rail and update the world on our progress,” said Josh Giegel, President of Engineering and Cofounder of Hyperloop One. “Our team of more than 150 engineers, technicians and fabricators have been transforming what was, just over five months ago, a barren stretch of desert, into a hive of activity and now home to the world’s first full-scale Hyperloop test site. We have come so far in such a short space of time, and our team of over 240 employees are working tirelessly to eliminate the barriers of distance and time and reinvent transportation.”



Netflix



quick picks



Daftest USB accessories you can buy The humble, ubiquitous USB port has evolved into way more than something you plug a thumb drive or mouse into — tapping into its 5V supply, there are a boggling array of wacky devices that can be plugged into your laptop or computer. 1 Tenflyer LED USB fan clock: If you happen to be in a unique position of being always flustered and lose track of time while working at your laptop, take heart — this LED USB fan clock will bail you out. It’s a simple little fan built using flexible PVC blades, and can be oriented using a metal neck that can be repositioned. The kicker? When running, it actually depicts an analog clock on the spinning fan face, complete with hour, minute, and seconds hands. Price: Rs 1,698 (Amazon)



2 Digital Wind Speed and Temperature Measurement



said. Hastings, however, declined to comment on investment details. Netflix has offices in the US, Amsterdam, London, Singapore and Tokyo. It has about 94 million users globally, of which 40 million are outside the US. “In 2017, we’ll be working on making our Indian service better in every dimension. We are keen on bringing more locallyproduced series and films to our more than 93 million member households globally,” Hastings said. In December, Netflix had inked a long-term deal with Shah Rukh Khan’s Red Chillies Entertainments to give viewers exclusive access to the Bollywood superstar’s upcoming as well as past films.



Despite the intense competition, Hastings said the company will focus on improving its content library and continue to have a premium play rather than changing prices. Netflix, which has gained popularity in India on the back of successful shows like Narcos and The Crown, is also keen on bringing more original programming to consumers. He added that this will help bring content to users across markets without worrying about licensing the content. The company is also looking at introducing more payment options for Indian users, given the low penetration of credit cards. —PTI



gauge: Road warriors and adventure junkies will revel in this little gadget — a USB-based anemometer (for measuring wind speed) and temperature-measuring device. After all, when you’re live blogging your trek up the Himalayas, what better way to convey the visceral intensity of the situation than by accurately noting the speed of the wind in your hair and the exact temperature at that altitude? Price: Rs 1,115 (Amazon)



3 Mini USB Fridge Ploughing through those mid-afternoon assignments? How about downing a cool energy drink, or a hot beverage? Here’s a doohickey that claims to keep your drink cool (or warm) by simply plugging it into a USB port on your laptop or computer. Shaped to resemble a tin can, it opens to reveal a space that accepts a small beverage cup or can. It apparently cools its contents down to 8 degrees or warms it up to 65 degrees Celsius. As with such products though, your mileage may vary. Price: Rs 1,440 (Amazon) DNA Correspondent



ASA is planning to send an ice chest-sized box to the International Space Station (ISS), where it will freeze gas atoms to create the coolest spot in the universe, an advance that may provide new insights into gravity and dark matter. Inside that box, lasers, a vacuum chamber and an electromagnetic ‘knife’ will be used to cancel out the energy of gas particles, slowing them down till they’re almost motionless. The suite of instruments, developed by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the US, is called the Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL). It is set to ride to space in August aboard the SpaceX CRS-12. CAL’s instruments are designed to freeze gas atoms to a mere billionth of a degree above absolute zero — more than 100 million times colder than the depths of space. “Studying these hyper-cold atoms could reshape our understanding of matter and the fundamental nature of gravity,” said CAL Project Scientist Robert Thompson of JPL. “The experiments we’ll do with the Cold Atom Lab will give us insight into gravity and dark energy — some of the most pervasive forces in the universe,” said Thompson. When atoms are cooled to extreme temperatures, as they will be inside of CAL, they can form a distinct state of matter known as a Bose-Einstein condensate. In this state, familiar rules of physics recede and quantum physics begins to take over. Matter can be observed behaving less like particles and more like waves. Rows of atoms move in tandem with one another as if they were riding a moving fabric. These mysterious waveforms have never been seen at temperatures as low as what CAL will achieve. —PTI
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crop currency



Scent of a scandal The fragrance of sandalwood wafting through your home may be imported, finds Yogesh Pawar as he delves into the reasons for the acute shortage of the prized wood



Warm winter: answer is in the winds Due to a reduced frequency of western disturbances, 2015 witnessed an extraordinary warm winter



Nikhil M Ghanekar
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The reduced frequency of western disturbances (WDs) — a weather system that brings icy, moistureladen winds to northern India — was one of the key reasons behind the warmer and drier winter in 2015, a new research paper published in the journal Springer has said. Only eight WDs were observed in November-December 2014, as opposed to 16 observed during the same period in 2015. The El Niño weather phenomenon, which was severe in 2015, triggered some of the anomalies in wind patterns, weakening them, the paper added. The research paper is in line with the Indian Meteorological Department’s (IMD) analysis which said that December 2015 was the warmest on record. The trend of weak WDs, the researchers indicated, has also been observed in 2016, thus affirming a trend of reducing rainfall and snow in key winter months. The research paper has been authored by Soumik Basu, Peter A. Bieniek and Akshay Deoras. Basu, a postdoctoral research fellow, and Bieniek, a research associate, both work at the International Arctic Research Centre, University of Alaska, Fairbanks (US), while Deoras is a Masters Student at Institute for Climate and Atmospheric Science, University of Leeds. The change in these weather systems led to lower winter rainfall, which in turn affected winter crops, the paper said. “We observed that these winds weakened and got shifted northwards of their normal position due to which even the western disturbances missed striking India. Higher temperatures in the midlatitudes of the Eurasian region were also responsible for a de-



R



ampant poaching and lopsided governmental policies have led to a severe shortage in the supply of sandalwood. And one casualty is the Mysore Sandal Soap factory in Karnataka that is running at less than onetenth its capacity and has to import inferior sandalwood from Australia. “Like most MNCs who make sandalwood products, we’re resorting to importing Australian sandalwood to help us keep up at least minimally with demand,” admits Lokesh Iyer, deputy general manager, marketing, at Karnataka Soaps & Detergents Limited (KSDL) which manufactures the iconic soap. However, both the quality and quantity of oil extracted from Australian sandalwood is hardly a patch on the native Indian species. “The organic compound santalol which gives sandalwood its fragrance varies with each species. Sandalwood grown in South India yields nearly 55-60 kg of oil per tonne while the Australian sandalwood is not as viable since it yields all of 15-18 kg of oil per tonne,” says Iyer.



Fragrant legacy



n



crease in western disturbances over India,” said Deoras. Besides, below-par rainfall,“the absence of precipitation and WDs contributed to extremely high air pollution in New Delhi and also significantly degraded air quality in many cities of Northwestern India, leading to severe health issues”, the paper added. WDs are crucial for snowfall and rains in the upper reaches of the country. These lowpressure systems originate over the Mediterranean, Caspian and Black Seas and move eastwards across north and northwestern India, following the westerlies. While comparing the average winter rainfall in November-December of 2014 and 2015, the researchers found that across eight states in the north and northwest, 31.4 mm of reduced rainfall was recorded in 2015. This was the weighted average taken over a period two months across Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Punjab, Haryana, Delhi and Rajasthan.



Then called the Government Sandalwood Oil factory, KSDL was established by Mysore Maharaja Nalwadi Krishna Raja Wodeyar in 1916 to extract oil from sandalwood. Keen to propel his princely state on the global map, the maharaja introduced “the world’s best natural sandalwood oil” and made it the “fragrance ambassador of India”. After the first extraction at Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru, the high quality sandalwood oil was introduced to the world by the factory. Two years later, a visiting foreigner gifted a pack of soaps made with sandalwood oil to the maharaja who then wanted to get it locally made. Soon after, the Mysore sandal soap became, and remains to this day, the factory’s flagship product. The company went from strength to strength for over seven decades before hitting an all time low in the early 1990s. “Post-liberalisation, many MNCs set up shop in India



with competitive manufacturing and marketing systems in place. This offered stiff competition to KSDL which began to suffer losses,” says Iyer. By 1992, the company had to be registered with the Board for Industries and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR). Over the next 11 years, it wiped out losses of Rs 98 crore and emerged from BIFR control. Profits rose every year after that — till now. “The current shortage in supply of sandal makes the 1992 crisis seem like a mere blip,” says Iyer.



What’s causing the shortage?



“What do you expect when man puts greed over need?” says Dr Prabhakar Bhatt of the Earth Watch Institute and a former researcher with the Indian Institute of Science. Rampant poaching of sandalwood has led to widespread destruction of this otherwise hardy survivor, he explains. “The government reaction did more harm than good. The government discouraged cultivation of sandalwood by private farmers saying they would be open to being attacked by sandalwood smugglers,” he says. “Instead of going after poachers, vigilante officials and politicians began targeting people who had sandalwood trees in their Bengaluru/ Mysore gardens if they so much as cut a twig/branch. Instead of



India’s single largest sandalwood forest with over 5,000 trees thrives in Kerala’s Idduki district. Around 40 km from Munnar, Marayoor is a rain shadow village on the eastern side of the Western Ghats and is bordered by Tamil Nadu. Reduced rainfall has only helped the well-protected forest thrive. In the early 2000s, the proactive Kerala forest department issued shoot-at-sight orders against poachers. “All it actually needed was two shootings. One poacher died and the other was injured and handicapped for life. That has worked as a deterrent,” points out a senior forest official posted there. “I don’t know why the governments of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu have not been able to put such deterrence in place?”



Forest officials in Karnataka say notorious brigand and sandalwood smuggler Koose Muniswamy Veerappan was actually a blessing in disguise. “While he indulged in a lot of sandalwood and ivory smuggling himself, he would simply kill any other smuggler who set foot in his turf extending from the Satyamangala forests down into Tamil Nadu. After he was gunned down in October 2004, the other smugglers have had a field day,” says a senior official on condition of anonymity.
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The survey conducted by Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited to find oil reserves in the Arabian Sea is allegedly leading to decrease in fish catch and deaths of Dolphins in certain coastal areas of Maharashtra Imran Fazal



[email protected]



tions by conducting blasts in different areas for at least a month. Damodar Tandel, President of AMMKS, said, “The seismic survey conducted by the ONGC is so loud that the fishes and Dolphins are being affected. More than 40 Dolphins have been washed ashore since the oil company started its survey.” “We have seen a steady decline



Kerala bucks trend



in the fish catch in the areas where the survey has been conducted by ONGC and we demand compensation of Rs 500 crore for fishermen across Maharashtra,” said Tandel. Dileep Mathak,President of Koli Yuva Shakti Sanstha, said, “We have conducted a survey in which we have identified the affected
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Guinea arrests chimpanzee trafficker as part of crackdown Dakar: Guinean authorities on Monday arrested a senior member of a wildlife trafficking network accused of selling thousands of live animals including endangered chimpanzees for over 30 years, according to a law enforcement NGO. Former French colony Guinea is a major wildlife trafficking hub in West Africa with ivory, skins, and shark fins, as well as live mammals regularly sold internationally by criminal groups.



Missing Veerappan



Fishermen community to approach green tribunal against seismic survey The Akhil Maharashtra Macchimar Kriti Samiti (AMMKS) will be knocking the doors of National Green Tribunal (NGT) against the Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited (ONGC) for allegedly affecting fishing and leading to the deaths of Dolphins due to a seismic survey. The ONGC is conducting the survey to find out oil reserves in the sea. The fishermen community from Dahanu to Cuffe Parade has noticed a decrease in fishing and has also witnessed over 40 Dolphins being washed ashore on the coasts of Mumbai, Vasai, Satpati, and Palghar. The seismic surveys are conducted to locate the offshore oil and gas reserves on the seabed. Sonic cannons are used to shoot compressed air on the sea bed and this creates sound waves that identify reserves of oil and gas. The survey includes repeated explora-



taking pride, the owners saw trees as a source of harassment.” The extent of the poachers’ brazenness and the impotence of authorities is laid bare from the fact that sandalwood trees from highest security zones — in the heart of Bengaluru like the gubernatorial residence Raj Bhavan and the Karnataka High Court — have also been hacked and carried away. No surprises then that the area under sandalwood cultivation in the state is now a paltry 1,800 hectares as compared to over 40,000 acres in the 1950s.



Air Quality Index, weather today



fishermen. A detailed report will be submitted to the National Green Tribunal for further proceedings.” Sanjay Koli, General Secretary for AMMKS, said, “We will be sending notices to nine government agencies, including ONGC asking them to stop the survey immediately and also to compensate for losses to 5,000 vessels run by 5,00,000 fishermen.” “If fishes are exposed to such conditions, their sensory organs get affected,” said Dr Rishikesh Dalvi, Marine Biologist. “A proper research should be conducted by the government to ascertain if the seismic survey is affecting fishing in the sea,” said Dalvi. Pallab Bhattacharya, spokesperson from ONGC, Delhi, said, “We take all environmental and safety precautions with the state of the art technology used to conduct the survey. We make sure that the ecosystem is not affected during oil and gas explorations.”



Eco Activists for Governance and Law Enforcement (EAGLE) first began tracking Abdoul Salam Sidibé in 2013 when they learned he was seeking to sell a live manatee, a species classified as vulnerable, for about $50,000. Since then, he has allegedly been involved in the sale of dozens of chimpanzees as well as rare birds and parrots, sometimes with the help of Guinea’s former wildlife director. His father, Abdouramane Sidibé, was similarly arrested in Guinea last month as part of a crackdown on the same network. “The arrest of the two most important members of the Sidibé network is a victory in the fight against international wildlife trafficking and corruption,” said Charlotte Houpline, director of Guinea’s Wara Conservation Project, part of the EAGLE network. Guinea has one of the last remaining wild populations of Africa’s western chimpanzee thought to number fewer than 60,000 due to poaching for the pet trade as well as local demand for bush meat. —Reuters



Open wells pose threat to leopards in Maha Virat A Singh



[email protected] Open wells across Maharashtra are turning out to be the biggest nemesis for leopards, especially around the rural areas of Pune, Junnar, and Nashik, prompting wildlife activists to demand that the district administration either cover or fence up these wells. Forest department officials from Pune admitted that in the last few years, open wells have indeed become a major problem, what with growing human habitation, and even they have been corresponding with the authorities, albeit with limited success. In 2016 itself, according to officials from Manikdoh Leopard Rescue Centre in Junnar, near Pune, they ended up successfully rescuing over eight leopards that had fallen into wells, some of which were 40 feet deep. “Leopards from areas like Junnar as well as Nashik have been co-existing with humans, living in and around sugarcane fields, and faced extremely high risk of falling into these wells while chasing small preys like dogs or goats in and around the human settlements at night,” said Dr Ajay Deshmukh, Senior Veterinary Officer at the rescue



centre, adding that it was even reported that leopards being chased by villagers had also accidently fallen into the wells on several occasions. According to a wildlife expert, a majority of the wells in rural areas lack safety walls and hence building these walls was a viable alternative. “It will not only help save the leopards from falling into the wells, but will also save the forest department the time and effort put in each time a leopard falls into a well. Apart from this, there was a considerable risk to the people involved in the rescue operations, as well as to the villagers where the leopard was being removed, as chances were that it might attack in stress,” said the expert.
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Meet these ordinary women who are working towards bringing extraordinary changes in society



international



day



From street to school



Dr Iffat Faridi turned the lives of the children of construction labourers from dismal to productive



Thnough Dr Iffat Faridi knew only Hindi and English and the children knew only Kannada and Telegu, they found a way to overcome the language barrier



Amy Fernandes



[email protected]



It was not an easy task to convince them to join school. They preferred to study in our informal classroom. Dr Iffat Faridi,



PhD in Special Education, Jamia Millia Islamia



P



laying is fun, but playing the whole day on mean streets is not fun. However, the children of migrant labourers have no choice. Dr Iffat Faridi, PhD in Special Education From Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, discovered this after she gave up working due to her husband’s busy schedule, three years ago. There are an estimated 15 lakh migrant workers in Bengaluru, where Faridi now lives. These people live with their families in over 800 slums. As Faridi describes it, their morning starts in smokefilled tiny huts to the smell of nearly-burnt rotis. They watch their parents trying to finish morning chores quickly to get to their construction sites. The kids are left behind, unattended and uncared for. These labourers spend their days building urban dreams: luxurious homes, splendid offices, beautiful malls... When they return to their tiny huts, they are usually too tired to resolve the issues their children face in their absence. Enter Dr Iffat Faridi. “I noticed a group of children living in tiny, dingy mud huts on a vacant plot near our apartment complex,” says Faridi. “I observed them roaming aimlessly, playing in mud and



sand, crying when other older kids picked on them. There were no elders around to protect them. Once in a while, some well-to-do people would show up with food or sweets or leftovers.” Faridi realised the need for action. The kids and she started acknowledging each other with a passing smile, a wave of a hand on her daily beat. Soon, it was obvious to both that they needed to know each other better. “As soon as we tried to break the ice, we realised that we did not share the same language. They knew only Kannada and Telugu; I spoke only Hindi and English. This did not stop us from communicating. I asked them, in sign language, if they wanted to study. I was happy to see that they did,” she says. That was in 2014. Every day, after gym, she would sit at a big cement slab near their huts and teach them for an hour or so. Other children from nearby huts also joined the class, held under a tree. It worked fine for a while but she realised that the children could not concentrate due to the noise on the street. So she sought permission from her apartment complex management to use the maintenance office as a classroom. But this was not enough for Faridi. “Once they started enjoying the learning process, I arranged for admission in a nearby school. It was not an easy task to convince



The call of motherhood Born from grief, Manisha Mandir has cared for over 800 girls in Lucknow



Mentor, protector and guide Sarojini Agarwal, or Maa as they call her, talks about her journey



Ranjana Maria



[email protected] Sitting by a window on a warm afternoon, 80-year-old Sarojini Agarwal recalls the tragedy that changed the course of her life three decades ago. Her eight-yearold daughter Manisha was riding pillion on a bike when there was an accident and died on the spot. The grief of losing her only daughter almost felled her, but Sarojini says she turned to God and was drawn to the cause of helping girl child. And thus Manisha Mandir, an NGO in Lucknow’s Gomti Nagar, was born that has taken in, cared and provided for nearly 800 girls. Agarwal always wanted a daughter, and to serve society. The shock of losing one led to the fulfilment of the other. The doughty Sarojini, known as Maa, remembers the early days of Manisha Mandir in 1986. A cradle was set up outside the porch, where people would leave un-



wanted infants. “Each year, we had nearly 15 one or two-day-old infants in the cradle. Soon, we began to get the babies legally adopted into homes.” Thirty-one years later, the three-storey Manisha Mandir has a computer lab, library, dormitories, gardens with swings, basketball and badminton court and a television room. Meeting expenses has not been easy. “A little over 30 years go, we bought a piece of land with our own money. As people saw the work we were doing, they donated small amounts of money,” says Sarojini. To raise more funds, a large hall on the third floor is rented out for functions. “We also allow people to sponsor a child for a minimum of Rs 12,000 for a year,” she says. The NGO cares for its girls up to the age of 18 after which they are urged to take up jobs. Over the years, some have gone on to become principals and teachers.
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them to join school as they feared that the teachers would beat them up. They preferred to study in our informal classroom.” It took a lot of convincing and she even arranged a trip for all the children to see the school and meet the principal. “That day was really challenging,” she recalls. “My fingers were crossed all the time. Fortunately, after many clarifications and assurances from the teachers and the principal, the children agreed to join the school.” The school was barely a kilometre away but an auto was arranged to take the students back and forth so that they could not find excuses to run away from classes; and, well, also to enjoy the auto ride. Faridi keeps a strict vigil to ensure that they all attend school regularly and happily. Reshma, a Kannada teacher, agreed to tutor the children after school, while Faridi continued to teach them English on holidays. The are now among the brightest students in their respective classes. The number of kids keeps changing as some leave to join their parents on construction sites. While the class had 25 children in the beginning, it now has 12 who attend regularly. The challenges are huge and interventions from agencies are welcome. A Project, ‘Mobile School’, is under consideration for these kids to give them immediate educational support.



Prez to honour 33 women today DNA Correspondent



[email protected] New Delhi: On the occasion of Women’s Day on March 8, the Union Ministry of Women and Child Development (WCD) will confer the Nari Shakti Puraskar to over 33 awardees to honour their contributions to the field of women empowerment. To be given out by President at Rashtrapati Bhavan, the awards will be conferred to awardees as diverse as Mizo Hmeichhe Insuihkhawm Pawl of Aizawl to Goabased artist Amruta Patil. Also on the list are Alok Dixit of Chhanv Foundations for the Sheroes Cafe that hires survivors of acid attacks, Nagaland journalist Bano Haralu, and Ringyuichom Vashum, who runs the Ukhrul District Women Institute of Micro-Credit in Ukhrul in Manipur. Leena Nair, secretary of WCD, said the awards are important in more ways than one. “They are to bring to the fore iconic women figures who are role models for women around the country to emulate,” said Nair.



Chennai’s angels Kavitha Shanmugam



[email protected]



A voice in the dark



T



his 45-year-old Chennai homemaker’s biggest advantage is her knowledge of the Tamil language. There aren’t many volunteers in the city to read out Tamil texts to visuallychallenged children studying in Tamil-medium schools; Revathy Ramakrishnan fills the void. It all started three years ago, when she responded to a call for volunteers to read to students of a blind school. “I had to read slowly and be very patient, which was quite contrary to my nature,” reveals Ramakrishnan. While the five-day routine stopped eventually due to additional home responsibilities, she still reads to those



A hand for the aged



F



or seven years, Dr Akila Ravikumar, a family physician, has doggedly been setting aside time twice a week for free house-visits to lonely geriatric patients. In the course of her 30-year medical practice, Dr Ravikumar often received frantic phone calls to ‘confirm’ death of geriatric patients in their homes. She quickly realised the ‘pathetic plight’ of these elderly couples. “With no lifts in their buildings, they were completely incapacitated if they had fractures or fever,” recounts the 50-year-old. Many suffered from nutritional deficiencies as they depended on food from commercial caterers.



pursuing a PhD. She has even recorded her reading of some texts for other blind students. Now, Ramakrishnan is the go-to person for the visuallychallenged working on Tamil literature. A CD of her reading out works from ancient Tamil literature is on the shelves of the Anna Centenary Library.



“A blind woman was caring for her 90-year-old bedridden, asthmatic husband. It was heart-rending —they would wait for my visits... she would know somehow I was the one coming through the door,” she says. In the case of a 90-year-old man with stomach cancer, Dr Ravikumar had to counsel the family. They asked her to forcefeed the patient when he refused to eat. He told her that if she was a “good doctor, then leave me alone”. So Ravikumar counselled the family to do the same. “This work is not just intensely satisfying, it is also humbling,” says Dr Ravikumar, adding these experiences made her realise the fragility of life and the dignity with which people can handle their lives in the face of adversity. Her dream is to open a geriatric kitchen for the aged.



Clowning away pain



D



r Rohini Rau slips on a red nose and a clown costume once a week and heads to the children’s ward at Egmore children’s government hospital. The thought of doing volunteer work lingered on the sailing champion’s mind after being exposed to social entrepreneurs as a TEDx Fellow. When she got a chance to learn to become a ‘medical clown’ through workshops conducted by a New York trainer and at the Little Theatre Group, Dr Rau grabbed the chance. Medical clowns sing, play music or do magic to distract ailing children from their pain. “It gives back control to the patient,” explains Dr Rau. “We give them an imaginary remote control and ask them to give instructions to us to sing or take them on imaginary journeys. There is a lot of improvisation and you have to immerse yourself completely. Research has shown that the effects of this last with them for a long time after we have left. It is distraction therapy.”
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NIA summons Zakir Naik, ED questions sis



—af



p



Naik is booked for allegedly promoting enmity between different groups on religious grounds



Controversial Islamic preacher Zakir Naik has been asked to appear before the NIA on March 14 notice by the NIA, his sister was questioned by the Enforcement Directorate (ED) on Tuesday in connection with a money-laundering probe against Naik and others. Officials said Naik’s sister Nailah Noorani met the Investigating Officer (IO) of the case at the agency’s office in Mumbai, during which her statement was recorded under the provisions of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA). They said the agency wanted to grill Noorani about the alleged fund transactions in her account and the firms associated with her. The central probe agency had registered a criminal case against Naik and others last December after taking cognisance of the NIA complaint. The Enforcement Directorate is looking into the charges of alleged laundering of illegal funds by the accused in the case and the subse-



Amarnath shrine issues advisory to pilgrims New Delhi: Avoid alcohol and caffeinated drinks, practise yoga and start taking long walks a month before undertaking the Amarnath yatra in the high altitudes of Kashmir, says an advisory of the Shrine Board. The 40-day-long Amarnath yatra will commence from June 29. According to the health advisory issued by the Amarnath Shrine Board, the pilgrimage to the holy cave involves trekking at altitudes as high as 14,000 feet and the pilgrims may develop high-altitude sickness. To avoid high-altitude sickness, the board advised the pilgrims to prepare for physical fitness by starting a preparatory morning/ evening walk, about 4-5 km per day, at least a month prior to the pilgrimage. It asked pilgrims to start deep breathing exercises and yoga, particularly pranayam, for improving oxygen efficiency of the body, besides consulting doctors prior to travelling to such heights. “Don’t drink alcohol or caffeinated drinks, or smoke. Don’t as-



Mathura: The traditional Lathamar Holi started with pomp at Barsana village, as couples celebrated the colourful festival with utmost zeal amid a tight security put in place by district authorities. The annual event, said to be observed for the last 5,000 years in Barsana and Nandgaon villages, is welcomed with enthusiasm and historical pride. Celebrated in the villages a few days before Holi, Lathamar means ‘playing with sticks’. “In the festival, menfolk try to smear colour on new clothes worn by women, who traditionally protect themselves with lathis,” a priest said. This year, the gala event saw several thousand domestic and foreign tourists enjoying the thrill that this unique festival provides. The celebration of Holi is marked by a fine blend of music and dance by local youngsters, who enthral the visitors from across the globe. “I appreciate the stamina of woman folk for continuously attacking men for nearly one hour,”



cend any further if you have altitude illness. Instead, descend immediately to an elevation where you can acclimatise,” it said. Other dos and dont’s issued by the shrine board include taking small steps while ascending to ensure that the body takes time to acclimatise and relax for a short while on steep inclines. “Don’t ignore the symptoms of high-altitude illness with symptoms like loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, weakness, dizziness, light-headedness and difficulty in sleeping, visual impairment and bladder dysfunction,” the advisory said, adding that if high-altitude sickness is not treated in time, it may be lethal in a matter of hours. It also advised the pilgrims to drink lots of water to combat dehydration and headaches and suggested intake of about five litres of fluid per day. “Do follow the prescribed food menu — available at the Shrine Board’s website — when having food in the yatra area,” the advisory, circulated by the Home Ministry, said. The pilgrimage will end on August 7. —PTI



quent proceeds of crime thus generated. It has also summoned Naik but he is still to depose before the agency as he is reported to be abroad. It had recently arrested Naik’s close aide Aamir Gazdar in this case. Naik claimed that some perpetrators of the Dhaka terror strike were inspired by him. NIA and the Mumbai police had also carried out searches at 10 places in the megapolis, including residential premises of some of the office bearers of a foundation run by Naik, which was earlier put on the restricted list by the Union Home Ministry for receiving funds from abroad. Besides the IRF, Naik is also a founding trustee of the IRF Educational Trust and the Islamic Dimensions Trust. “The televangelist is also linked with a slew of other entities like



Peace TV, Harmony Media Pvt Ltd, Longlast Constructions Pvt Ltd, Right Property Solutions Pvt Ltd, Galaxy Multichannel Network Pvt Ltd, Majestic Perfumes Pvt Ltd and Alpha Lubricants Pvt Ltd,” he added. The speeches of Naik are banned in the UK, Canada and Malaysia. Naik has rejected all allegations of involvement in terror-related activities and opposed the ban on the IRF. A medical doctor by profession, Naik is a scholar on comparative religion and claims he brings clarity about Islam to Muslims and non-Muslims. Similar to the Christian televangelists in America, he owns Peace TV, which he claims has a viewership of 100 million. The channel was banned by the Indian government in 2012, but it continues to be aired via local cable channels and is available in Dubai as well. —Agencies



—afp



5,000-yr-old style of Holi celebrated in UP’s Barsana



Hansaroopa, who came from the US, said. While newly-wed Uma Shrotiya was thrilled about her maiden participation in Lathamar Holi, Chandrakanta ,72, was proud of participating in the sport for the 50th time. However, Urmila Goshwami lamented about not being able to participate this year due to illness. “Owing to strict vigil, no untoward incident has taken place,” Assitant District Magistrate AK Awasthi said, adding that in plainclothes policemen being posted was effective as women felt safe. “Only seeing is believing,” said Rajkumar Tomar from Ahmedabad. —PTI



Shiva Yoga first step to spirituality, which 6m-tall statue to be built is India’s strength, says PM Modi in Newcastle, UK New Delhi: India’s spirituality is its strength but unfortunately some people link it to religion, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said on Tuesday. Addressing a function to commemorate the centenary celebrations of the Yogoda Satsanga Society of India (YSS), he said yoga is the first step towards the journey of spirituality. The YSS was founded in 1917 by Paramahansa Yogananda. Modi said the world compares India on the basis of its population, GDP or employment rate, but the world has neither known nor recognised India for its spirituality. “India’s spirituality is its strength. But, it is unfortunate that some people link spirituality to religion. But both spirituality and religion are different,” he said. The Prime Minister also hailed Yogi Paramahansa, who left the shores of India to spread his message but remained connected to India all the time. A special postage stamp to commemorate the occasion was released by the PM.



—PTI



Mumbai: The NIA on Tuesday issued a notice to controversial Islamic preacher Zakir Naik asking him to appear before it on March 14 in a case filed against him under the anti-terror law. The notice was served at the Mumbai-based residence of 51-year-old Naik, who is believed to be staying in Saudi Arabia to evade arrest after his activities came under the scanner following accusations that he had inspired some of the terrorists who attacked a cafe in Dhaka, Bangladesh last year. Naik, the founder of proscribed Islamic Research Foundation (IRF), has been asked to appear before the anti-terror agency at its headquarters in Delhi, an NIA official said. The notice was received by his brother, Mohammad Abdul Karim Naik, at his residence in Jasmine Apartments in Mazagaon in Mumbai, the official added. An FIR against Naik and his associates was registered by the NIA in November, 2016. The physician-turned-preacher has been booked for allegedly promoting enmity between different groups on the grounds of religion and indulging in acts prejudicial to maintenance of harmony. Sections of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA) have also been slapped on him. In the FIR, the NIA alleged that Naik incited Muslim youths to commit unlawful and terrorist acts, the official said. The Centre has declared IRF, an NGO based at Dongri in south Mumbai, an unlawful organisation under the UAPA. Apart from Naik being issued a



Recalling the words of former President APJ Abdul Kalam, who felt that India’s spiritualness is its strength and this process should continue, he said that the spirituality of the country has been strengthened by India’s sages and saints. Modi’s remarks come in the backdrop of a debate over attempts by political parties to polarise society on the lines of religion, especially during elections.



Talking about yoga, he said it is the simple entry point to a spiritual world. “Yoga is the entry point to spirituality. Yoga is the entrance point to one’s spiritual journey. One should not consider it as the last point, as it is simply the entry gate to the spiritual world,” he said. “Once an individual develops an interest in yoga and starts diligently practising it, it will always remain a part of his or her life,” he added. The Prime Minister also recalled that the path shown by the Yogi was not about “mukti” (salvation) but “antaryatra” (quest within). The PM said despite three-four generations having passed, there has not been any dilution or diversion in Yogi’s teachings. He said the Kriya yoga practised by Paramahansa revitalises the subtle currents of life energy in the body. Remembering the last words of Paramahansa, the Prime Minister said his teachings are humane and full of compassion towards all. —PTI



DNA Correspondent



[email protected]



The Siva Subramanian Temple in Newcastle is planning to built a six-meter-high Lord Shiva idol, work on which will start within the next two weeks. “We spoke about it two years ago, but had to shelve it. But now the temple will be going ahead with it,” said temple committee member Pravesh Sewlal to Newscastle Advertiser. The construction of the Shiva idol is estimated to cost Rs 2,00,000. The temple committee has given out their bank details and will be accepting donation — cash and kind alike. “We have collected some monies, and we will soon be going from door to door to seek assistance,” said Sewlal. Besides worship services, the Siva Subramanian Temple also organises various Hindu festivals throughout the year, including Navaratri, Janmashtami, etc. In February this year, it celebrated Thaipusam Kavadi festival to honour and pray to Lord Muruga.



US diocese announces reform plan to address child sex abuse Pittsburg: A Roman Catholic diocese accused of a decades-long cover-up of child sex abuse by the clergy has reached an agreement with federal prosecutors on reforms to prevent future abuse and to provide better help for victims, including new reporting requirements and the creation of an independent oversight board. The reforms announced on Monday by Acting US Attorney Soo Song and Bishop Mark Bartchak of the Altoona-Johnstown Diocese also requires the church to hire an outside expert to develop a new sex abuse prevention programme for its priests, which it already has done. Former US Attorney David Hickton, who retired in November, had threatened to pursue a possible racketeering lawsuit against the eight-county central Pennsylvania diocese that is home to nearly 1,00,000 Catholics. Song said that was not necessary, stressing the reforms were not derived due to a court action.



Acting US Attorney Soo Song (left) and Bishop Mark Bartchak —AP “What we found in the bishop and the diocese was a willing partner,” she said. Such collaborations, mostly with state prosecutors, also have been undertaken in other dioceses around the country. A year ago, Pennsylvania’s attorney general issued a scathing



grand jury report that detailed abuse by more than 50 priests and other clergy against hundreds of children going back decades while the Altoona-Johnstown Diocese was under different leadership. The grand jury did not accuse Bartchak of wrongdoing, but said it was “concerned the purge of pred-



ators is taking too long”. Bartchak said he has been working since that day to strengthen the diocese’s efforts to protect children, and the reform plan is a culmination of those efforts. “One incident of sex abuse is too many, and we moved to right that and make sure it doesn’t hap-



pen again,” the bishop said. Under the new agreement, the diocese will report all credible abuse allegations to law enforcement agencies within 12 hours. It also will immediately take priests accused of abuse out of positions where they have contact with minors, and place them on leave within 24 hours. The diocese will also publish the names, photos and assignments of diocesan priests who are subject to credible allegations. It will also publish their current status with the diocese. Bartchak said that the initiative is already in the works. The new independent oversight panel will audit diocesan compliance with the reforms for 10 years and issue annual reports. A retired federal prosecutor will serve on the board. The Diocesan Review Board, which fields allegations of abuse by priests and must exist under church laws, will also be revamped with new members. Victims’ advocates have argued



that these boards, their members hand-picked by bishops, have done little to curb abuse and may even discourage credible accusers. The revamped board will include a psychological expert who screens applicants for Protestant seminaries, a priest from the Orthodox Church, a child therapist, an attorney, and a retired state police investigator, Bartchak said. The diocese also agreed to pay for victims to see mental health professionals of their choice, and to hire a contractor to staff a 24hour abuse hotline. Attorney Mitchell Garabedian, who helped expose the Boston clergy abuse scandal in 2002 and has represented abuse victims in Pennsylvania, said he is skeptical about the agreement. “The question remains, how effective is this board going to be? Is it going to have any teeth and act freely and voluntarily without answering to the diocese?” Garabedian said. —AP
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CRICKET Virat Kohli rates
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Bengaluru Test win as his best as captain
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BARCA CONFIDENT



sports



Former India and Tamil Nadu leg-spinner VV Kumar reminisces on his playing days and missed chances



That winning feeling, again
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On high-voltage Day 4, India crush Australia by 75 runs to win second Test and level series 1-1; Ashwin (6/41) takes 25th five-wicket haul HOME RUN Second Test



AUSTRALIA IN INDIA



Rutvick Mehta



[email protected]



Bengaluru: As Ravichandran Ashwin pocketed the ball safely into his bucket hands to pick up Australia’s last wicket of Nathan Lyon, Virat Kohli sprinted from mid-wicket, paused at the centre of pitch, turned towards Lyon and jumped with his fist up right in front of his vision. It was a statement the India captain felt the necessity to make to the Australians before patting his own team on the back. It was a statement of ascendancy after aberration accompanied by warning. After Pune’s strange silence, the hosts came pumping, jumping and thumping back into the series with a 75-run victory over the Aussies on the fourth day of the second Test. After setting a fourth innings target of 188, the Indian bowlers, and Ashwin, finally came to the party and swept aside the visitors for 112 to take the fourmatch rubber into the third Test in Ranchi at 1-1. The target was a really tricky one on an up-and-down M Chinnaswamy Stadium pitch, but the Indian bowlers still had the challenge of doing one thing right: bowl straight. They not only bowled straight, but also stinging. The Aussie openers came out with the objective of scoring runs, and after 22 in four overs, had the Indians nervous. Ishant Sharma released a bit of it by getting Matt Renshaw caught behind with a delivery that bounced extra off the good length. However, David Warner and Steve Smith were doing everything to make the hosts nervy again. There was a sweep by the latter for four, a hoick over mid-wicket by the former for six. Almost one-fourth of the total was erased in nine overs, and India were turning from nervy to desperate. That desperate call was answered by Ashwin. Bowling from round the wicket for the first time in the innings to Warner, he got the southpaw sweeping and missing a full ball. It was given out, Warner reviewed it but it stayed with Umpire’s Call both on impact and stumps. Shaun Marsh offered no shot to an incoming Umesh Yadav ball from round the wicket. The ball didn’t come back enough to hit the stumps, but neither Shaun nor his partner Smith was sure. The Indians got the main batsman three overs later: the Australian captain. Getting a string of balls to pitch bang on middle, Yadav got another straight one that kept low and trapped Smith in front. Smith and Peter Handscomb inexplicably turned to the dressing room to check whether they should go for a review, but umpire Nigel Llong stepped in immediately and asked Smith to walk back.



India cricketers celebrate win after the fall Australia’s Nathan Lyon on the fourth day of the second Test at the M Chinnaswamy Stadium in Bengaluru on Tuesday — REUTERS
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No. of five-wicket hauls Ravichandran Ashwin has taken in 47 Tests so far, the quickest among all bowlers in history



India’s deficit in the 1st innings, making it the 4th-largest first-innings deficit that India has had to overcome to win a Test



India’s victory margin in this Test, which is the third-highest for any team defending less than 200 in Test history



INDIA (1ST INNINGS) 189 AUSTRALIA (1ST INNINGS) 276 INDIA (2ND INNGS O/N 213/4) 



did you know?



This is the first time in Test history that four bowlers have taken six-wicket hauls or more in a single Test: Nathan Lyon, Ravindra Jadeja, Josh Hazlewood and Ravichandran Ashwin



That incident played the role of India’s catalyst, spurring them on to finish the Australians without giving them any breathing space. And, the finishing was done with fury matched with flair. The hosts picked up the next six wickets in just 15.1 overs and 36 runs, Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja spinning out Australia’s lower middle-order to make the target of 188 look Ashwin a lot more. celebrates In the morning session, Peter India lost four wickets in Handscomb’s nine balls after overnight wicket on batsmen Cheteshwar PujaTuesday ra and Ajinkya Rahane took the lead past 150. —R



scoreboard India vs Australia 2nd Test, M Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bengaluru March 7, 2017 Day 4 Toss: India, elect to bat



India wicketkeeper Wriddhiman Saha dives to catch Australia’s Matthew Wade (not in picture) on Tuesday. Also seen are Cheteshwar Pujara (left) and Ajinkya Rahane –AP SESSION 1



all in a day’s play



India fold up for 274 Pujara and Rahane raise 100-run stand, before a new ball collapse follows. Rahane is trapped by Starc. Australia wrap up the Indian tail to restrict the target to 188. At lunch: India 274 all out in 97.1 overs SESSION 2



SESSION 3



Aussies struggle



6 for Ashwin



Ishant Sharma dismisses Matt Renshaw early, but Warner and Smith get Australia going quickly. Shaun Marsh doesn’t review a wrong LBW decision. Ashwin gets 2 more before tea. At Tea: Australia 101/6 in 27.5 overs



Ashwin comes out the same way he went in, firing on all cylinders. He cleans up dangerman Mitchell Starc, while Ravindra Jadeja bowls Steve O’Keefe. End of Test: Australia 112 all out in 35.4 overs



R B 4s 6 



SR



C Pujara c M Marsh b Hazlewood 92 221 7 0 41.62 A Rahane lbw b Starc 52 134 4 0 38.80 K Nair b Starc 0 1 0 0 0.00 W Saha not out 20 37 2 1 54.05 R Ashwin b Hazlewood 4 3 1 0 133.33 U Yadav c Warner b Hazlewood 1 5 0 0 20.00 I Sharma c S Marsh b O’Keefe 6 28 1 0 21.42 Extras (B11, W4) 15 Total (all out; 97.1 overs) 274 (2.81 runs per over) Fall of wickets: 5-238 (Rahane, 84.3 ov), 6-238 (Nair, 84.4 ov), 7-242 (Pujara, 85.2 ov), 8-246 (Ashwin, 85.5 ov), 9-258 (Yadav, 87.3 ov) Bowling: M Starc 16-1-74-2 (W2), J Hazlewood 24-5-676, N Lyon 33-4-82-0, S O’Keefe 21.1-3-36-2, M Marsh 3-0-4-0 AUSTRALIA (2ND INN, TGT: 188) R B 4s 6s 



SR



D Warner lbw b Ashwin 17 25 0 1 68.00 M Renshaw c Saha b Sharma 5 12 1 0 41.66 S Smith lbw b Yadav 28 48 3 0 58.33 S Marsh lbw b Yadav 9 19 1 0 47.36 P Handscomb c Saha b Ashwin 24 67 2 0 35.82 M Marsh c Nair b Ashwin 13 16 3 0 81.25 M Wade c Saha b Ashwin 0 5 0 0 0.00 M Starc b Ashwin 1 6 0 0 16.66 S O’Keefe b Jadeja 2 10 0 0 20.00 N Lyon c & b Ashwin 2 6 0 0 33.33 J Hazlewood not out 0 0 0 0 Extras (B8, LB2, W1) 11 Total (all out, 35.4 overs) 112 (3.14 runs per over) Fall of wickets: 1-22 (Renshaw, 4.3 ov), 2-42 (Warner, 9.1 ov), 3-67 (SE Marsh, 14.6 ov), 4-74 (Smith, 20.3 ov), 5-101 (MR Marsh, 25.6 ov), 6-101 (Wade, 27.5 ov), 7-103 (Starc, 29.4 ov), 8-110 (O’Keefe, 34.2 ov), 9-110 (Handscomb, 35.2 ov) Bowling: I Sharma 6-1-28-1 (W1), R Ashwin 12.4-4-41-6, U Yadav 9-2-30-2, R Jadeja 8-5-3-1 RESULT: India win by 75 runs, series stands at 1-1



euters



We expected Kohli and Co to come back hard at us, says Smith



Australia captain Steve Smith leaves the field after being dismissed on Tuesday —AP



Bengaluru: For about two-and-ahalf days, Australia were in command. They bowled out the hosts cheaply after losing the toss, put their heads down, batted long and got a 87-run first innings lead. From then on, though, the visitors lost the plot. “It’s disappointing to have lost this Test match. I think in the first couple of days, we played some pretty good cricket. We expected India to come back hard,” Australia captain Steve Smith said on Tuesday. “But I am still proud of the way



the boys competed. When we came here, we were written off and expected to lose 4-0. But we have competed incredibly hard in the first two Test matches. If we can continue to do that, hopefully we will get more results going our



way,” he added. The loss of plot began from the start of the second innings when KL Rahul and Cheteshwar Pujara countered the Aussie bowlers, particularly the pacers, to even out the deficit pretty quickly.



From then on, every run hammered a nail in Australia’s coffin, and despite engineering another Indian collapse on Tuesday morning, the writing was on the wall with a target of over 150. “I thought it would be difficult to chase 188. What we did this (Tuesday) morning was what we needed to do yesterday (Monday). If we had done that, things could have been certainly different,” Smith said. It could also have been different had Shaun Marsh reviewed his



dismissal on Tuesday, for the ball was way outside the off stump. Smith, who was the non-striker at the time, revealed confusion and miscommunication were the reasons behind the non-referral. “We weren’t entirely sure. I said ‘go’ as in ‘go have a look at it’. But he turned around and started walking. Maybe I should have just put my hands up and done it (reviewed). It could have been important. Shaun was looking pretty good, and it was a disappointing wicket at that time,” he said. —RM
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ball game



Mendis lifts SL with unbeaten ton Kusal Mendis made the most of a first-ball reprieve and went on to score an unbeaten century Tuesday as Sri Lanka posted a commanding 321-4 in the first Test against Bangladesh. Mendis remained unbeaten on 166 at stumps after sharing a 196-run stand with Asela Gunaratne (85) for the fourth wicket at Galle International Stadium on the opening day of the two-Test series. Brief scores: Sri Lanka 321/4 in 88 overs (Kusal Mendis 166*, D Gunratne 85; Taskin Ahmed 1/48) vs Bangladesh



SA to gamble on Morkel’s fitness



South Africa will gamble on the fitness of speedster Morne Morkel when the first Test against New Zealand begins in Dunedin on Wednesday. With cool, blustery conditions expected and a green hue to the wicket, New Zealand would not confirm their likely lineup Tuesday, leaving open the option of playing a second spin bowler.. “If he’s not going to be able to play now then we’ll never know if we don’t take that chance,” du Plessis said on Tuesday.



World XI to play in Pakistan?



In the wake of a successful Pakistan Super League (PSL) final in Lahore, the International Cricket Council (ICC) has been planning to send World XI to Pakistan for a fourmatch Twenty20 series later this year. Confirming the news, PSL chairman Najam Sethi also said that the international cricket would be returning to Pakistan, however, adding that the details regarding the series are tentative.



Pietersen rejoins Surrey for T20 stint



Kevin Pietersen is to make a shock return to county cricket with Surrey after opting to play for the London-based side in English county cricket’s Twenty20 Blast rather than the Caribbean Premier League. Former England batsman Pietersen, 36, last played for Surrey -- his third English county -- in 2015. “I’m absolutely over the moon to be joining Surrey again,” said Pietersen.



on the tube Ten 1 00:30 (Thu) Champions League, Dortmund vs Benfica (L) Ten 2 16:30 & 19:00 I-League (L) 00:30 (Thu) Champions League, Barcelona vs Paris Saint-Germain (L) Ten 3 09:45 SL vs Ban, 1st Test Day 2 (L) Sony Six 07:30 NBA (L) 23:00 La Liga (L)
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Till now, this is the best: Kohli India captain says the partnership between Pujara and Rahane was crucial in bringing the hosts back into the game



Rutvick Mehta



twitter trail



[email protected]



Bengaluru: This match had everything to make it one of the best adverts of Test cricket: ultra-competitive juices, wickets, runs, skillful bowling, gritty partnerships, drama and banter. Not to forget the touch of controversy to top it all. The counter-punch of winning this Test couldn’t have been timed better by India, coming after a lackluster show in Pune and with two Tests still to go in this mouthwatering four-match encounter. Virat Kohli and his troops proved that the first Test was nothing but a minor dip in their everrising upward curve, and the dream that Aussies were daring to live about retaining the BorderGavaskar Trophy after Pune will have to be lived fighting for every inch in Ranchi and Dharamshala. Just like how India did here. “Till now, this is the best (Test win as captain),” India captain Virat Kohli said. “It was quite an emotional game for us, quite draining as well. Everyone got along together, we showed the team spirit.” Team spirit was the big word for Kohli, for the Aussies – Nathan Lyon, in particular – were talking about taking the snake’s head off to make it fall. Lyon was referring to having succeeded in keeping the India captain quiet with the bat in the four innings so far. But Kohli knows his team is much more than just himself. The snake can attack even without the power of its head. “A lot of people were talking about the head of the snake, but I think the snake did pretty well by itself, so it’s not just about one individual. I’m pretty happy if they keep focussing on the head of the snake, and the snake can sting from a lot of directions. I think some people need to keep that in mind. But I thought (this was) the sweetest victory for us,” Kohli said. A repeat of Pune was looming large after yet another disastrous



#Indiabeataus Amitabh Bachchan @SrBachcan: INDIAAAAAAAAAAA !!! YOU ARE TRUE CHAMPIONS .. YOU GOT UP AFTER BEING KNOCKED DOWN AND KO’ed the Aussies ! YEEEAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH !!!. Kapil Dev @therealkapildev: Best victory in recent times. Congratulations @imVkohli @ImIshant @ashwinravi99 @y_umesh @ajinkyarahane88 @imjadeja. So proud #INDvsAUS Michael Clarke @MClarke23: What a genius @ashwin another 5 wickets when the team needed him the most. India to(sic) good. Congratulations on a brilliant win. What a Test match! What a series so far. 1-1. India captain Virat Kohli celebrates with teammates after dismissing Australia captain Steve Smith in Bengaluru on Tuesday —AFP



performance by India with the bat in the first innings, getting skittled out for 189 and allowing the Australian openers to score 40 for no loss at stumps on Day One. But Kohli believed the momentum swung towards the hosts when his bowling unit gave away just 47 runs in the first session of second day’s play and picked up two wickets, the biggies David Warner and Steve Smith. “I think the first session on Day Two – we gave away only 45-odd runs and picked up two wickets when they could have taken the



game away from us – they were 40 without loss (overnight). I think that was probably the momentum change that we needed, and throughout the day we didn’t give more than 200 runs, we picked up six wickets. I think that for us was quite important,” he said. Once the mission of restricting Australia’s lead was met, India sought their batters to put their hands up. And they found not one but two in Cheteshwar Pujara and Ajinkya Rahane, with their 118run partnership in the second innings taking the game beyond



Jethmalani questions Jaitley Chander Shekhar Luthra [email protected]



New Delhi: For the second successive day on Tuesday, veteran lawyer Ram Jethmalani tore into the defence of Union finance minister Arun Jaitley. The veteran lawyer questioned why did Jaitley chose to sue Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal, and not others who targetted him, in the Delhi & District Cricket Association’s corruption case. Jaitley in return explained why he decided to sue the Delhi CM and not the others who had targeted him. “Kejriwal has committed a serious act of libel and malicious also, by alleging that my wife and daughter are recipients and are linked to fake companies. It is not



only false but taking public discourse to a very low level,” he said. Jaitley was then asked whether prime minister Narendra Modi had known that he was suing Kejriwal. Jaitley also seemed to have been unaware of former Indian captain Bishan Singh Bedi’s complaint to the PM. Asked for his reactions to the charges that Bedi had made in his complaint to the PM and whether he saw any truth in them, Jaitley stated that the charges had no truth. As to the charge of conflict of interest cited in the said letter, he stated that “he had disengaged himself from DDCA related matters and had told secretaries and officials not to place any matter related to DDCA to him”.



Jaitley was also asked if he had any personal enmity towards Bedi. He said: “I have no personal enmity with him. I do remember that he once contested the DDCA president post and lost it. He also campaigned against me actively in Lok Sabha elections. I made him chief coach of Delhi and still accord him due respect to him as a cricketer.” Jethmalani then turned his attention to Jaitley’s statement that he had left DDCA in 2013 and was merely a Patron for a few months thereafter. Jethmalani asked him about the Articles of DDCA and what role was prescribed for a Patron, and also how many meetings had he attended as a Patron. Jaitley replied — one. The cross examination is set to resume on May 15.



Australia’s hands. “I feel that the partnership between Ajinkya and Pujara, in a situation where the momentum was against us in the series, was outstanding. In the last two years, it’s one of the top two partnerships, or maybe number one. Because retrieving the lost momentum and giving the team the lead was a question of character, and they both showed why they are India’s best Test batsmen,” Kohli said. And this is the best Test team. Aussies, watch out.



East Bengal lose to Churchill Bros at fortress Barasat New Delhi: East Bengal’s fortress Barasat was sacked as the I-League football leaders suffered their first defeat at home with Churchill Brothers securing a fine 2-1 win at the Vidyasagar Krirangan in Barasat, West Bengal on Tuesday. Churchill Brothers dominated the first 40 minutes with captain Anthony Wolfe (7th) and Ansumana Kromah (34th) handing a stunning 2-0 lead. But Willis Plaza’s introduction as a 36th minute substitution stepped up the home team’s tempo as they finally pulled one back when Chris Payne (67th) fired one into the far corner



after being fed by Robin Singh.



Bagan take on Mumbai FC



Former champions Mohun Bagan, having lost the previous match, cannot afford any more slip-up as they seek a turnaround against laggards Mumbai FC at Rabindra Sarovar Stadium in Kolkata on Wednesday. Stopwatch: East Bengal 1 (C Payne 67) lost to Churchill Brothers 2 (A Wolfe 7, A Kromah 34); DSK Shivajians 0 lost to Aizawl FC 1 (R Laldanmawla 85); Minerva Punjab 1 (K Nurain 36) lost to Shillong Lajong 2 (S Lalmuanpuia 27, Fabio 45)



Pataudi ensured I didn’t gain entry into Indian team: Kumar G Krishnan [email protected] Mumbai: Former India and Tamil Nadu leg-spinner VV Kumar will be driving down from Chennai to Bengaluru on Wednesday for the BCCI annual awards night. His services to Indian cricket has been recognised at his ripe age of 81 by the BCCI Committee of Administrators. He will be honoured with the Special Award along with former India pacer, late Ramakant Desai. Kumar, who was actively involved in cricket until about four years ago through coaching at the National Cricket Academy and the Tamil Nadu Cricket Association’s academy, is now-a-days encouraging his 11-year-old grandson into football. But he has not disassociated himself from the game in which he took 599 first-class wickets in 129 first matches from 1955-56 to 1976-77. These include 418 in Ranji Trophy and seven in two Tests he played in 1961, each nine months apart. He is also abreast with the game today. Kumar is often spoken in the same breath as Padmakar Shivalkar and Rajinder Goel – both the left-arm spinners receive



KUMARSPEAK On Ashwin-Jadeja… “Ravichandran Ashwin has crossed quite a few milestones in a short span, which is highly appreciable. But, the success achieved by Ashwin has to be perceived in two ways – the exposure to



like eating a peanut. “Jadeja is a flat bowler. His forte is accuracy and control. He waits for batsmen to make mistakes rather than making the batsmen commit mistakes.”



On Amit Mishra... “Amit Mishra is the best leg-spinner India have today but he does not have certain qualities. The crux of leg spin lies in so many things that’s missing in Mishra. I don’t see Mishra put so much of revolutions to the ball. He seeks assistance from the pitch to take wicket. Subash Gupte or Shane Warne tried to beat you through the air and off the pitch. They also played with the batsman’s mind. They made you play certain shots that you won’t otherwise play, and get out. They used the field and bowled to it. Mishra does not have these.”



A file photo of VV Kumar in action the Col CK Nayudu Lifetime Achievement Award – as the unfortunate ones not to play more for India, their careers coinciding with the famous spin quartet of BS Chandrasekhar, Bishan Singh Bedi, Erapalli Prasanna and S Venkataraghavan. Though Kumar played in two Tests, Shivalkar and Goel did not. Ask Kumar if he had regrets in his playing days and he said he



foreign soil and the exposure to Indian and sub-continental conditions. I want Ashwin to concentrate on areas so that he succeeded in sub-continent and outside equally. Getting a Test wicket is difficult all over the world. In sub-continent conditions, getting a Test wicket is



was happy with whatever he got. Addressing himself as a third person throughout this chat, Kumar said that former India captain Mansur Ali Khan Pataudi (Jr) “ensured that VV Kumar did not gain entry into the Indian team”. Kumar said from Chennai in a chat with DNA: “Taking into consideration the performances of Padmakar Shivalkar, Rajinder Goel and VV Kumar, we had a tre-



mendous captains those days like Nari Contractor, Polly Umrigar and Tiger Pataudi. Chandra, Prasanna and Bishan were at their peak, as also were Goel, VV Kumar and Shivalkar. “Pataudi had a mindset going into Test matches with the spin quartet. In those days, ML Jaisimha would take the new ball and after two or three deliveries, he’d rub it on the ground and throw it to



Chandrasekhar. This mindset continued for four-five years as long as Tiger was the captain. So, the BCCI, captain or selection committee trying to play Shivalkar, Goel or VV Kumar did not arise. “The mindset was such that Pataudi wanted only Prasanna, Chandra, Bedi and Venkat. And, he wanted to win matches by superlative efforts. Four or five years were lost for Shivalkar, Goel and VV Kumar



by this and we went into oblivion. “Chandra was a bowler who was capable of giving 25 runs in an over but in the next over, would take three wickets. Pataudi wanted match-winning bowler who would finish the match in a short span. For that he had a weapon in Chandrasekhar. Although I did extremely well in domestic matches, I fell short of the expectations of Pataudi.” Kumar added Pataudi would do it through his actions and not tell Kumar that he was not playing.



Played 2nd Test with wrist injury



Kumar, who took a five-wicket haul in his first Test against Pakistan in Delhi, said he was forced to play his second Test against England though he was not fully fit. “When I played my Pakistan Test match, Vijay Hazare was the chairman of selectors and said, ‘We have a spinner for another 10 years’. But the next Test against Ted Dexter’s England at Brabourne Stadium, Mumbai, I had a wrist injury and sought Ayurveda treatment. I was forced to play that match so that India could win over England.”
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Sevilla held by Alaves in La Liga



Sevilla couldn’t manage more than a 1-1 draw at Alaves on Monday, seeing its title chances take a hit in the Spanish league after both Barcelona and Real Madrid won their weekend games. The result snapped Sevilla’s four-game winning streak and left it three points behind secondplaced Madrid and four points behind leader Barcelona. Jorge Sampaoli’s team opened with a first-half goal by Wissam Ben Yedder but conceded a 75th-minute equalizer after a mistake by goalkeeper Sergio Rico. STOPWATCH: Alaves 1 (A Katai 75) drew with Sevilla 1 (W Yedder 23)



San Antonio edge Rockets in thriller



Kawhi Leonard won an epic duel with James Harden as the San Antonio Spurs downed the Houston Rockets 112-110 in a thrilling NBA battle on Monday. Leonard and Harden, two of the most inform players in the league, both finished with identical tallies of 39 points after a pulsating shoot-out between the Texas rivals in San Antonio. It was Leonard who ultimately settled the contest for San Antonio after Harden’s free throw with 39 seconds left gave the Rockets a 108-107 lead.



Massa fastest in second test



Williams’ Felipe Massa surprisingly topped the timesheets on the first morning of Formula One’s second pre-season test in Barcelona on Tuesday. The Brazilian posted the second fastest time in five days of testing so far in 1min 19.726. Massa, 35, had retired at the end of last season only to reverse his decision when Williams had a vacancy as Valtteri Bottas joined Mercedes. Red Bull’s promise to up their speed from last week’s first test was also fulfilled as Daniel Ricciardo recorded the second fastest lap.



Quest for miracle



hot on heels



Catalan giants hope to overcome four-goal deficit as they host PSG in second leg encounter tonight



Barcelona: Three weeks on from suffering a 4-0 loss at the hands of Paris Saint-Germain, Barcelona still believe that a Champions League “miracle” is possible at the Camp Nou on Wednesday. Since that fateful night in Paris, Barcelona have regained both leadership of La Liga and their confidence ahead of the last 16, second leg. And despite the news that Luis Enrique will no longer be their coach next season, Barca showed no negative effects as Lionel Messi led a 5-0 destruction of Celta Vigo on Saturday in arguably the club’s best performance this season. “Hopefully we can produce a miracle,” said midfielder Ivan Rakitic. No side has ever overturned a 4-0 deficit in the knock-out stages of the tournament. “Evidently, it is very difficult, we are not stupid,” accepted Enrique. Yet, by announcing his decision to go at the end of the season, Enrique has calmed the waters that raged as Barca were torn apart by a faster, more determined and precise PSG, who enjoyed the glorious European night they had long waited for since Qatar Sports Investments starting pumping millions into the club six years ago. Not everyone believes the tie is over, though. “My advice to you, knowing Luis and the players a little, is not to talk too much, because they will be back and prove you wrong,” former Barca and now Manchester City manager Pep Guardiola had said about the first leg. At the time very few, even in Barcelona, believed that. Now, 21 days on, they very much do. Enrique spoke on Friday did you of the “relief ” at ending know? speculation over his future. And in following up a 6-1 Barcelona are thrashing of Sporting Gijon unbeaten in their with the dismantling of Cellast 10 home ta at the weekend, Barca matches, havhad the air of a team with a ing won 9 and weight removed. drawn one “If the stars align we can turn that game around,” Enrique added as he announced his decision last week. “With this team you have to always believe,” said Barca sporting director Robert Fernandez. “We have a hugely difficult result against us against a magnificent team, but in football anything can happen.” If there is one side in world football with the firepower to dream it is Barcelona. On top of Messi, Neymar has come back into goalscoring form in the past week, whilst Luis Suarez already has 26 goals this season. Meanwhile, Borussia Dortmund will clash with Benfica in the other match of the day. Dortmund are counting on their attacking form, despite the absence of injured Marco Reus, to reverse a 1-0 first-leg deficit against Benfica for their Champions League round of 16 second leg on Wednesday. —Agencies



Lee, Lin face emotional farewells Lee Chong Wei appears to have won his race against time to make an against-theodds bid for another title in the last All-England Open of his career this week. It seemed that the World No. 1 might be denied a farewell to the famous tournament, following early prognoses on knee ligament damage which suggested he could be out for several weeks. It means that Lee, three times an Olympic silver medallist, and Lin Dan, three times an Olympic champion, may yet star together and continue their rivalry.
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Send in your answers to sportsdna@ gmail.com. Names of the first 10 winners will be published tomorrow



PLAYING TODAY (12:30 am) Benfica vs Borussia Dortmund (Ten 1) Barcelona vs Paris Saint-Germain (Ten 2)
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Barcelona’s Lionel Messi (left) and Neymar during a practice session in Sant Joan Despi, Spain, on Tuesday —AP



Costa, Hazard power Ibrahimovic banned for three Blues past West Ham matches over elbow incident London: Chelsea took a confident step closer to the Premier League title with goals from Eden Hazard and Diego Costa enough to brush aside West Ham 2-1 on Monday. The result lifts Chelsea 10 points clear of second-placed Tottenham, with 11 games left. Chelsea manager Antonio Conte celebrated with away fans at the end of the match as they sang “we’re going to win the league.” The 47-year-old Italian is on course to win the title in his maiden season in English football. “Up until now we have deserved to stay at the top of the table,” Conte said. “But this league is tough until the end. It won’t be easy. My players are showing me great commitment not only during the games, but during the week to work hard and to improve. I trust them.” After dominating the league leaders in the first quarter, West Ham was stung by a blistering counter-attack set up by N’Golo Kante’s intercept. Chelsea’s Hazard and Pedro then combined to devastating effect. Belgium midfielder Hazard surged forward and was on the



Chelsea players celebrate scoring against West Ham on Monday —REUTERS end of a decisive one-two to score the opener in the 25th minute. As Hazard slid to his knees to celebrate, a West Ham fan rushed onto the pitch toward the player, but stewards intervened in time. Costa netted the second in the 50th as West Ham midfielder Pedro Obiang flicked Cesc Fabregas’ corner straight to the Spain striker who gratefully nudged in. Manuel Lanzini notched midtable West Ham’s consolation goal in second-half injury time as West Ham fought to the end. —AP



STOPWATCH: Chelsea 2 (E Hazard 25, D Costa 50) bt West Ham United 1 (M Lanzini 90+2)



Manchester: Manchester United striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic will miss the FA Cup quarterfinal at Chelsea after accepting a charge of violent conduct and an immediate three-match ban, England’s Football Association said on Tuesday. As well as Monday’s FA Cup clash, the 35-year-old Ibrahimovic —United’s leading scorer this season with 26 goals — will also miss the Premier League matches against Middlesbrough and West Bromwich Albion. Ibrahimovic and Bournemouth defender Tyrone Mings were charged on Monday following two incidents in Saturday’s bad-tempered 1-1 league draw. Mings appeared to deliberately stamp on Ibrahimovic’s head as he jumped over him late in the first half at Old Trafford and the Swedish striker seemed to retaliate moments later by elbowing the defender in the head. Both players would ordinarily have been facing three-game bans but the FA took the unusual step of saying Monday that in the case of Mings the standard punishment was “clearly insufficient”. Bournemouth have until Tuesday to decide whether to contest the charge against Mings.



ly criticised by a number of former players turned football pundits, said he had not intentionally stamped on Ibrahimovic’s head. “I would never do that. That’s not in my game,” he said. “Hard and fair is how I like to tackle, but off-the-ball stuff like that isn’t part of my game.” At the very least, Mings now stands to miss league matches against West Ham, Swansea and Southampton. —AFP



Zlatan Ibrahimovic was charged following two incidents in Saturday’s 1-1 league draw against Bournemouth —REUTERS On Saturday match referee Kevin Friend spoke to Ibrahimovic, who had already been booked, following his elbow on Mings, but neither player was cautioned. As a result, the incident was referred to a panel of three former elite referees, who unanimously concluded that both offences merited red cards. Ibrahimovic denied elbowing Mings on purpose, saying after the game: “I jump up and jump high and he jumps into my elbow. It is not my intention to hurt someone.” Mings, whose conduct was wide-



solutions
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crosswor



hidato



sudoku



wordbox



Across: 1 Abbot, 6 Glare, 7 Lisle, 8 Onion, 9 Wisps. Down: 1 Aglow, 2 Blini, 3 Basis, 4 Orlop, 5 Teens.



spellathon



adnate, andante, anent, anna, anta, antae, ante, anted, attend, ATTENDANT, attent, data, date, dean, etna, naan, nada, nana, natant, neat, tannate, tanned, tate, tatted, teat, tenant



numberchain 5+6x7/7+4/3-2=3



spellathon



Starting at the point as per the arrow marked, and moving clockwise, find one way by which, if you insert all the four arithmetical signs two of them twice - in the blank squares and carry out all the operations in sequence to obtain the answer given.



start



numberchain



Fill in the missing squares with letters to make ten words crossword style.



wordbox



To solve a Sudoku puzzle, every digit must appear once in: Each of the vertical columns; Each of the horizontal rows; Each of the boxes.



1 Monetary unit of Zaire (5) 2 U.S. physicist born in Italy (5) 3 Roman emperor - “hoot” anagram ? (4) 4 Swell or inflate (5) 5 “Retired” in short ? (4) 6 Full or wrath or anger - poetically speaking (6) 9 Capital city of Himanchal Pradesh (6) 11 Ultimo, in short (3) 12 Port and city in Iraq (5) 13 Inane (7) 15 Unhappy, sorrowful (3) 16 Body of water (3) 18 Political cliques (6) 20 Girl’s name - “eles I” change ? (5) 21 Lump (3) 22 Girl’s Christian name (3) 23 Composer ___ Sebastian Bach (6) 25 A wooden stick (3) 28 Tremble (5) 30 Attracts buyers (5) 31 Cereal plant (5) 32 Small horse (4) 33 Tiny ___ : infants (4)



Down



Apricot Bronze Burgundy Caramel Cerise Cherry



Chestnut Cobalt Cocoa Coral Emerald Flame



Hazel Ivory Jade Lemon Lime Mustard



Navy Peach Pearl Plum Ruby Rust



Saffron Sage Sand Slate Titan



Can you find the words connected in one way or the other with the theme indicated by the title in today’s Word Search? The words may be read horizontally, vertically or diagonally either forwards or backwards, but always in straight lines. Use a ruler to cross them through as you find them.



wordsearch



sudoku



4 Notorious Italian mediaeval family (6) 7 Momentous (8) 8 Stableman (6) 10 A thick soup (5) 13 King of Saudi Arabia (4) 14 Hip bones ? (4) 15 Abolished Indian custom (4) 16 Round bread roll (3) 17 Go off hastily (4) 19 Ground grain (4) 21 Little by little (9) 23 David’s army leader (4) 24 Rooms within harems (4) 26 Fireplace shelf (3) 27 Greenish blue (4) 29 Second of an ancient trio (1,3) 32 In addition (4) 33 Lie through one’s ____ : telling lies grossly or maliciously ? (5) 34 Indian snack (6) 35 Chanakya was also known by this name (8) 36 Protein catalyst of a specific biochemic reaction (6)



pick your brain



Across



How good are you in your vocabulary? Spell out as many words of four or more letters as you can from the letters in today’s diagram. In making a word, each letter must be used only once and each word must contain the letter in the centre. There should be at least one nine-letter word! Plurals, foreign words and proper names should not be counted. Rate yourself 18 Good; 21 Average; 23 Wow!



crossword



www.dnaindia.com I twitter.com/dna I epaper.dnaindia.com I facebook.com/dnaindia



noughts&crosses



join the dots



The goal of Hidato is to fill the grid with consecutive numbers that connect horizontally, vertically, or diagonally from first to the last number in the grid. The first and last numbers of a puzzle and some other numbers are already filled in.



hidato



esigners Abu Jani and Sandeep Khosla celebrated 30 years of partnership in 2016, and surprisingly, the more reticent of the two, Abu Jani, took to social media to remember this milestone with a throwback picture of their first meeting in 1986. The Boys’ career is a timeline of Indian fashion. They first retailed through Mata Hari, an uber chic boutique and Dimple Kapadia was one of their first customers, but of course their most prolific champion is the Bachchan family. “In a time when everyone was going towards synthetic prints,” says an old customer, “Abu and Sandeep kept it pure, even elevating chikankari to formal wear.” Both came from wealthy families that had lost their sheen by the time these two grew up to enjoy it. Sandeep, with his wild ambition, steered the partnership, leaving Abu alone to design. What do they love about each other? “Sandeep is such a positive person,” Abu has often been heard saying. “He lights up a room and is full of mischief.” What does Sandeep owe their long-standing success to? It would probably be their shrink! Sandeep once admitted that their psychoanalystturned-friend has been there to help them navigate their wild success!



D



Sandeep Khosla (left) and Abu Jani (right) first met in 1986



A volatile relationship that creates magic



R



T



rare public appearance, one of her last, we couldn’t help but stop and stare. It’s at the wedding of Moon Moon to Bharath Dev Varma in 1978, a scion of the erstwhile royal family of Tripura. Varma’s mother was the elder sister of another icon of Indian femininity — Maharani Gayatri Devi. Gayatri Devi, Suchitra and Moon Moon Sen all in one frame — each defining beauty in her likeness — it’s a bit too much to take.



Moon Moon Sen with daughters Raima and Riya; Maharani Gayatri Devi, Bharath Dev Varma, Moon Moon Sen and Suchitra Sen in 1978 he whisper of Suchitra Sen’s name brings a smile only to a few lips now. In her later years, the reclusive doyen of Bengali and Hindi cinema had retreated into the shadows, much like other cinema queens Sadhana and Nanda.With passing years, her name would only be a mention in stories about her extroverted daughter, actor Moon Moon Sen, and her actor granddaughters Riya and Raima. So when we saw this picture of a



Narendra Kumar Ahmed



H



ere’s a piece of news that should have gone silently to the grave, were it not for the fame and holiness surrounding a certain superstar. The informal complaint comes from a premium escort agency — which has on its roster of clients, industrialists, novelists and movie stars — that functions out of the capital. So discreet is their service that employees are not given the names of the high-profile clients they are to spend an evening with. Up until now. The policy has been changed because of the behaviour of a superstar, who supposedly has such anger issues that it puts at risk the people (s)he is amorously engaged with. Employees of the escort service have had to be rushed to medical care, and have returned a scared, nervous shadow of their usual, confident seductive selves. Those affected have now banded together and asked that the name of such red-listed clients be revealed to them so that they can protect themselves during their encounters. Human rights being what they are, we don’t know how far the agency will go to protect its employees.



Fifty shades of red



As Akshay Kumar brings back his ’90s hit, conspicuous by her absence is the subject of the song — Raveena Tandon. Why hasn’t she been included in the fanfare? We’d be so cheesed off by the exclusion —Aadesh CHoudhari/DNA



who moved my cheez?



others say her wholesome, have also been attempts to woo feminist steering of the ship Vogue’s fashion features direcran it into the iceberg that is tor Bandana Tewari, however the money-making authority it’s unlikely that she will leave at the brand. A skeletal staff, the sunny blue climes of Bali pressures of juggling print, (she moved there to be with digital media and events are her daughter who schools on said to have taken a toll on the the island) to raise this shipteam members. Others say wreck. In the running is also Mashruwala chipped away at designer Narendra Kumar the editorial team to keep Ahmed, who was a visiting numbers lean. A frantic hunt fashion director on the colohas been on to find a replacephon in the magazine’s first avment editor, with feelers atar. However, this creative dibeing sent out to forrector of a giant e-tailer is mer editor Nonita unlikely to go back to Kalra (whose exit print. four years ago also Who ever the new edisaw a mass editoritor is, we hope (s)he al exodus), but looks beyond manushe’s recently takfactured models toen up a seat in wards writers, dithe Capital at rectors and othHarper’s Baer girl bosses to zaar. There put on the cover. Nonita Kalra



Aishwarya Subramanyam



Beauty blast from the past



arely has the departure of a magazine editor caused the gossip mills to churn as much as the exit of Elle’s Aishwarya Subramanyam. Well, there was Tarun Tejpal, whose ouster from Tehelka Magazine was made of more scandalous stuff. Subramanyam’s exit, on the other hand, is just a routine gear change frequent in the life-span of a lifestyle magazine. Until news came in about the resignation of Gaurav Mashruwala, CEO of Ogaan Publications that publishes Elle and other lifestyle magazines. Industry insiders and former disgruntled staffers have found themselves taking sides in the aftermath of the wreckage — some say Subramanyam’s chaotic leadership style scuttled the ship;



Gaurav Mashruwala



A game of musical chairs begins for the editor’s seat at the fashion magazine



What the ‘Elle’ is going on?



Bandana Tewari
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